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PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE 
 

Please take notice that the Municipal Review Committee, Inc. (MRC), a non-profit regional association as 
described in 38 M.R.S.A. § 1304-B(5)(A) with a membership comprised of 187 Maine municipalities and a 
mission to ensure affordable, long term, and environmentally sound methods of disposal of waste for its 
members, 395 State Street, Ellsworth, ME 04605, 207-664-1700, is intending to file an application with the 
Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) on or about April 2, 2014 pursuant to the provisions of 
38 M.R.S.A., Sections 1310-N-sub-3-A and 1310-AA. 
 
The application is for a Determination of Public Benefit for a new secure solid waste disposal facility to be 
located in either Argyle or Greenbush, Maine.  The secure disposal facility is being planned as part of an 
integrated solid waste management system to be implemented in 2018. The planned integrated solid waste 
management system will be consistent with the State’s solid waste management hierarchy and reduce waste to 
the extent practical prior to land disposal.  The MRC members within the State of Maine currently deliver waste 
to the Penobscot Energy Recovery Company (PERC) facility under Waste Disposal Agreements that are 
scheduled to expire on March 31, 2018.    
 
According to Department regulations, interested parties must be publicly notified, written comments invited, 
and if justified, an opportunity for public hearing given.  A request for a public hearing must be received by the 
Department, in writing, no later than 20 days after publication of the public notice. 
 
The application and supporting documentation are available for review at the Department's Augusta office, 
during normal working hours.  A copy of the application and supporting documentation may also be seen at the 
Penobscot County Commissioners Office, 97 Hammond Street, Bangor, Maine and the Town of Greenbush, 132 
Military Road, Greenbush, Maine. 
 
Send all correspondence to:  Maine Department of Environmental Protection, Solid Waste Program, 17 State 
House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333-0017 (207-287-2651 or 1-800-452-1942). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND VISION 
 
The Municipal Review Committee, Inc. (MRC) has prepared this document to support its 
application for a determination by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (Maine 
DEP) that the solid waste disposal facility planned and described herein provides a substantial 
public benefit in accordance with Title 38 Maine Revised Statutes (M.R.S.A.) § 1310-N-sub-3-A 
and §1310-AA and 06 096 Code of Maine Rules (CMR) Chapter 400, Section 5. 
 
The MRC (the applicant) is a non-profit corporation with a membership comprised of public 
sector municipalities and regional associations formed by two or more municipalities.  It was 
formed in 1991 by its member municipalities, pursuant to their obligation under state law to 
provide solid waste disposal services for domestic and commercial solid waste generated within 
the community under Title 38 Maine Revised Statutes (M.R.S.A.) § 1305(1).  MRC’s mission is 
to ensure affordable, long term and environmentally sound methods of disposal of MSW for its 
members. The MRC is also a regional association as described in 38 M.R.S.A. § 1304-B(5)(A). 
The MRC members include 187 municipalities within the State of Maine that deliver MSW to 
the Penobscot Energy Recovery Company (PERC) facility under Waste Disposal Agreements 
that are scheduled to expire on March 31, 2018.  The relationship between the MRC and PERC 
through the years has undergone many changes, including multiple changes in ownership of the 
PERC facility, establishment of MRC municipalities as limited partners in the PERC partnership 
with ownership positions in the PERC Facility, contract restructuring, re-financings and so on.  
Through all necessary adaptation – the MRC mission has remained a constant guiding compass 
to all we do.   
 
The Waste Disposal Agreements between the MRC member municipalities and the entity that 
owns the PERC facility are scheduled to expire on March 31, 2018.  The PERC Partnership  
Agreement also expires on December 31, 2018.  Development of the successor arrangements to 
these agreements provides a rare opportunity to reconsider how the entire MSW system can be 
restructured and redefined after such date to best serve the MRC municipalities in compliance 
with the MRC mission and with the hierarchy of MSW management methods.  In this context, 
the MRC seeks to develop a system involving facility component parts that comprise a holistic 
and integrated approach. 
 
The application is part of a program authorized by the MRC Board of Directors to plan for and 
implement an integrated approach to solid waste management to ensure affordable, long-term 
and environmentally-sound management of MSW by its membership after the Waste Disposal 
Agreements expire. The MRC has received formal support for this application from 70% of the 
member communities as further described in Section 1.1.4 and as listed in Appendix E to this 
document.  Such system for management of MSW will comply with the State of Maine Solid 
Waste Management Hierarchy (38 M.R.S.A. § 2101), which consists of the following methods 
of solid waste management to the extent practical in order of priority: 
 

1. Reduction of waste generated at the source; 
2. Reuse of waste; 
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3. Recycling of waste; 
4. Composting of biodegradable waste; 
5. Waste processing that reduces the volume of waste needing land disposal; 
6. Land disposal of waste. 

 
The MRC has long recognized the interrelationship of the State of Maine Solid Waste 
Management Hierarchy with its mission to ensure affordable, long term and environmentally 
sound disposal of MSW.  This interrelationship leads to our vision of a future solid waste 
materials management system involving facility component parts that comprise a holistic and 
integrated approach.  Our vision recognizes, supports and accommodates the wide variety of 
local MSW materials management approaches used by the 187 communities in our service area.  
Our vision includes facility components that are scaled to serve the needs of our member 
communities while avoiding the need to import MSW from out of state, yet does not require 
waste delivery guarantees that conflict with waste reduction, re-use and diversion efforts.  Our 
vision includes a system premised on self-reliance derived from appropriate ownership and 
control. Our vision includes an economical system that does not rely on substantial, ongoing 
subsidies from the State or otherwise.  Our vision includes facility components that can adapt 
over time to changes in waste generation and composition, and to changes in the markets for 
products derived from processed MSW.  Finally, our vision sees change as an opportunity to 
improve our system.                      
 
The system being planned by the MRC will be comprised of the following elements: 
 
• Continuation of, or successors to, the existing programs and systems by which municipalities 

sponsor collection and transfer of MSW, and sponsor collection and processing of 
recyclables and organic materials, through a variety of waste reduction and reuse programs, 
curbside collection programs, drop-off programs, and operation of transfer stations and other 
facilities.  
 

• A facility or facilities to divert materials for recycling, beneficial use of organic materials 
and/or fuel production from collected mixed waste, which might consist of either (a) 
continued use of the PERC Facility in a modified configuration  involving a smaller scale 
and/or other changes; or (b) a new regional facility developed by the MRC using emerging 
technology to recover recyclable materials, products derived from organic materials and/or 
processed engineered fuel (PEF) from collected mixed MSW; or (c) a strategy to maximize 
local diversion prior to MSW collection through a set of local processing facilities, organics 
composting or digestion facilities and non-traditional transfer stations and consolidation 
points to facilitate use of remote MSW processing, single-stream recycling and organics 
processing facilities by municipalities throughout the MRC service territory. Although the 
MRC is not required to obtain a public benefit determination in order to construct such 
processing facilities, information on such strategies is provided herein as the basis for 
understanding the need for the development of a secure landfill.  
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• A new secure landfill for disposal of the waste for which diversion for recycling, composting, 
processing or other beneficial re-use is not practical, and which would only accept waste 
generated and originating within the State of Maine.  The MRC is submitting this 
Application for a Determination of Public Benefit in accordance with 38 M.R.S.A. § 1310-N 
(3)(A) and § 1310-AA and 06 096 CMR Chapter 400, Section 5, specifically to develop this 
secure landfill. 

 
The MRC notes that the development of a secure landfill is an integral part of development of 
the fully integrated system for solid waste management to meet the needs of Maine 
municipalities, who’s MSW has been delivered to the PERC facility on a long term basis, in 
accordance with the hierarchy of management methods described above. Capacity for landfill 
disposal of waste materials is a necessary element to achieve financing for and otherwise provide 
support for the diversion facilities that are at the heart of the plan to achieve maximum practical 
diversion. Landfill disposal capacity is also necessary to provide the MRC with the flexibility to 
accept a range of types and quantities of waste that might need to be land filled in the event that 
the measures for achieving the maximum practical level of diversion are less successful than had 
been projected. For this purpose, the MRC cannot rely on the Juniper Ridge Landfill, which 
cannot provide certainty that permitted capacity will be available for the types and quantities of 
waste and waste residuals to be managed by the MRC on either a short-term or long-term basis 
after 2018, nor can the MRC rely on other landfills due to the regional nature of the planned 
development and due to transportation distances and other factors.   
 
The MRC or a successor entity comprised of municipalities and regional associations will own 
the landfill and will own the land on which the landfill and any mixed waste processing facilities 
are developed.  By maintaining public ownership of the landfill and land, the MRC can assure 
that (a) the secure landfill is used only to provide capacity for residuals from the mixed MSW 
processing facilities and other needs of the member Maine municipalities; (b) the secure landfill 
can be used to support development of mixed MSW processing capacity with the intent of 
maximizing diversion of materials from MSW; and (c) capacity at the secure landfill will be used 
as sparingly as possible. 
 
The MRC recognizes that acquisition of the public benefit determination and other permits 
required to construct the secure landfill will require more elapsed time (four to five year 
duration) than the acquisition of the permits required constructing the other elements of the 
system.  For this reason, the MRC is submitting this application in advance of the full 
specification of the details of the other elements of the system. Nonetheless, as a public sector 
entity committed to affordable, long-term and environmentally sound management of MSW in 
accordance with the hierarchy, the Maine DEP can be assured that the MRC is committed to 
implement all elements of the planned system in ways that achieve the maximum practical 
diversion of MSW from the landfill in accordance with the Maine State Plan and policies. 
 
As discussed herein, the MRC believes that this application meets all of the standards for public 
benefit determination in 38 M.R.S.A. § 1310-N-sub-3-A and §1310-AA and 06 096 CMR 
Chapter 400, Section 5, because the planned system set forth in the application: 
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• Meets immediate, short-term, or long-term capacity needs of the State; 

 
• Is consistent with the State Plan, including the Maine solid waste management hierarchy, 

the recycling goals, and the objectives of promoting organics recovery, new technology, 
and increased beneficial use of waste materials; and 
 

• Is not inconsistent with local, regional, or state waste collection, storage, transportation, 
processing, or disposal. 

 
In addition, the MRC has properly complied with the application procedures for public benefit 
determination, including those related to notice of intent to file, preparation of the form of 
application, provision to provide the application and supporting documents to the appropriate 
agencies, and review of the appropriate state laws and regulations related to the planned project. 
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SECTION 1.0 - PLANNED FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
 
This document supports the Application for a Determination of Public Benefit submitted to the 
Maine Department of Environmental Protection (Maine DEP) showing that the solid waste 
disposal facility planned and described herein provides a substantial public benefit in accordance 
with 38 M.R.S.A. § 1310(3)(A) and § 1310-AA and 06 096 Code of Maine Rules (CMR) 
Chapter 400, Section 5. The application is part of a program to plan for and implement an 
integrated approach to ensure affordable, long-term and environmentally-sound management and 
disposal of municipal solid waste (MSW). Such system for management of MSW will comply 
with the State of Maine Solid Waste Management Hierarchy (38 M.R.S.A. § 2101), which 
consists of the following methods of solid waste management in order of priority: 
 

1. Reduction of waste generated at the source; 
2. Reuse of waste; 
3. Recycling of waste; 
4. Composting of biodegradable waste; 
5. Waste processing that reduces the volume of waste needing land disposal; 
6. Land disposal of waste. 

 
To satisfy the requirements of the Maine DEP Application for a Determination of Public Benefit, 
this Section 1 is divided into two subsections.  
 
The first subsection introduces the applicant, describes briefly the existing system for MSW 
management, introduces the rationale for redevelopment of the existing MSW management 
system to include new diversion facilities and a new secure landfill to be owned by the applicant, 
and summarizes actions taken by the applicant to date.  
 
The second subsection describes the planned system of integrated MSW management, 
demonstrates how the planned system complies with the hierarchy of solid waste disposal 
methods, describes the proposed secure landfill that would be part of the overall system, 
discusses alternatives to the planned system; and provides other information required to complete 
the application.  
 
Although a public benefit determination is not required for elements of the planned system other 
than the secure landfill component, information on each component of the system is provided 
herein (1) to demonstrate that the planned system would not be inconsistent with local, regional, 
or state waste collection, storage, transportation, processing, or disposal; (2) to demonstrate 
consistency with the State Plan and State of Maine Solid Waste Management Hierarchy; and (3) 
to provide the basis for understanding the need for the development of a new regional secure 
landfill to support the development of the planned system. 
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1.1 The Existing System for Solid Waste Management  
 
1.1.1    The Applicant 
 
The Applicant is the Municipal Review Committee, Inc. (the MRC), a non-profit corporation, the 
membership of which is comprised of Maine municipalities and regional associations 
representing groups of municipalities.  It was formed in 1991 with a mission to ensure 
affordable, long term and environmentally sound methods of disposal of MSW for its members. 
The MRC members include 187 municipalities within the State of Maine that deliver MSW to 
the Penobscot Energy Recovery Company (PERC) facility under Waste Disposal Agreements 
that are scheduled to expire on March 31, 2018.  A map of the 187 member municipalities served 
by the MRC is provided in Appendix A.  A listing of these municipalities is provided in 
Appendix B.  
 
The MRC's original membership was comprised of 78 members representing 90 municipalities. 
In 1996, new members joined MRC to comprise a new total of 86 members serving 118 
municipalities.  These members became Equity Charter Municipalities in 1998.  Since 2000, 
another 47 members have joined the MRC serving an additional 69 municipalities.  All 
municipalities have a right of equitable participation in any extension arrangement after 2018.  
All current MRC member municipalities historically delivered MSW to PERC under an 
independent arrangement before joining the MRC.  The MRC has a standing “open door” policy 
regarding new members.   The MRC is governed by a board of directors elected by the MRC 
membership.   
 
1.1.2 The Existing Waste Management System 
 
At present, the 187 municipalities represented by the MRC manage their MSW through a system 
that consists of the following three components:   
 
• Local collection and diversion programs.  The MRC member municipalities use a wide 

variety of programs and methods to collect and transfer, or sponsor collection and transfer of, 
MSW generated within their borders. Approximately half of the municipalities sponsor 
curbside collection of MSW from their residents and from certain commercial and 
institutional waste generators. Such collected MSW is either delivered directly to the PERC 
facility, or is delivered to a transfer station for consolidation into large trailer loads for 
delivery to the PERC facility.  In municipalities without curbside collection, waste generators 
either contract with private haulers for MSW disposal or deliver their MSW to a transfer 
station made available by the municipality, where the municipality provides containers or 
trailers for delivery of the MSW to the PERC facility.  
 

  The municipalities also sponsor programs to collect and process recyclables and organic 
materials, through a variety of waste reduction and reuse programs, curbside collection 
programs, drop-off programs, and operation of transfer stations and other facilities.  Some 
municipalities sponsor curbside collection of pre-sorted or of commingled or “single-stream” 
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recyclable materials. Other municipalities provide access to drop-off centers, transfer 
stations, yard waste compost facilities or other locations where materials are received, 
undergo some level of initial processing, and then are consolidated for transport to markets. 
Municipalities often use methods to collect MSW that are different than the methods used to 
collect recyclable materials. The MRC represents municipalities that collect both MSW and 
recyclables at curbside; that collect MSW at curbside, but provide access to drop-off centers 
for recyclables; that collect recyclables at curbside, but provide access to drop-off centers or 
transfer stations for MSW; and that provide access to drop-off centers for MSW and/or 
recyclables without public sponsorship of curbside collection. These programs are not 
addressed in the present application other than through the requirement for the applicant to 
demonstrate that the proposed facility would not be inconsistent with them. 
 

• The PERC Facility.  MSW that is generated, but not diverted through re-use, recycling, or 
composting, is accepted at the PERC Facility, shredded, processed to recover ferrous 
materials for recycling, processed to remove glass and grit, then combusted in boilers to 
produce steam used to generate electricity.  The MRC municipalities are recorded as having 
delivered 179,177 tons of MSW to the PERC Facility in 2013 and 180,456 tons of MSW to 
the PERC Facility in 2012.   The recorded amount notwithstanding, MRC is aware that some 
MSW included in the 30,000 amount below was generated within the borders of MRC 
municipalities. Appendix C provides a list of the tons of MSW recorded by PERC as having 
been delivered to the PERC Facility in 2012 and 2013 by each of the 133 Charter 
Municipalities, which are the individual municipalities and other regional associations that 
are the signatories to waste disposal agreements with the PERC partnership and are the 
members of the MRC. 
 
The PERC Facility received a total of 306,875 tons of MSW in 2013 and 311,630 tons of 
MSW in 2012.  In addition to the MSW delivered by Charter Municipalities, the PERC 
Facility also received approximately 30,000 tons per year of MSW collected by commercial 
haulers under contract with Maine municipalities in the general area of the PERC Facility; 
13,000 tons per year of MSW delivered by other Maine municipalities in the general area of 
the PERC Facility; and, starting in 2013 additional MSW delivered from municipalities in 
southern Maine that had previously sent MSW to the Maine Energy Recovery Company 
facility in Biddeford, Maine.  The remainder of the MSW received by the PERC Facility was 
imported from out-of-state sources to the extent capacity was available to accept such MSW. 
 

• The Juniper Ridge Landfill, The Juniper Ridge Landfill accepts residual wastes for disposal 
from the PERC Facility that include front-end process residues (FEPR) and combustion ash.  
In 2013, the PERC Facility sent 53,617 tons of FEPR and 53,454 tons of combustion ash to 
the Juniper Ridge Landfill for disposal. 

 
The existing MSW Management System is presented at the top of the Flow Diagram attached as 
Exhibit A. 
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The MRC does not have detailed data on the composition of the MSW delivered to the PERC 
Facility, nor does it have comprehensive data on the MSW that was diverted from the PERC 
Facility prior to delivery.  Thus, this application is prepared on the assumption that MSW 
delivered to the PERC Facility has a composition that is consistent with a 2011 study1 
undertaken by the University of Maine, which identifies MSW material types disposed of in 
Maine (the 2011 Composition Study).  The 2011 Composition Study, which is referenced in the 
Maine Materials Management Plan-2014 State Waste Management and Recycling Plan Update 
& 2012 Waste Generation and Disposal Capacity Report (“State Plan”)2, documents the 
following composition of MSW as it was received at disposal facilities in Maine: 
 

• 43.3% Organics (food, cat litter, diapers, yard waste) 
• 25.6% Paper (towels/plates, composites, newsprint, magazines, cardboard) 
• 13.4% Plastic (film, composites, durables) 
• 3.3% Metal  (tin/steel, foil) 
• 2.7% Glass  (containers, composites, flat) 
• 25.2% Other (textiles, construction and demolition wastes, household hazardous wastes, 

electronic wastes) 
 
For 2012, the State Plan indicates that 753,562 tons of MSW were collected for disposal from 
waste generators in Maine.  The State Plan further indicates that approximately 246,500 tons of 
materials were recycled, and that 37,051 tons of materials were composted, which materials 
otherwise might have been collected as MSW for disposal. Accounting for waste 
characterization data from 2011 as referenced in the State Plan, it follows that curbside and drop-
off programs for collection of recyclables statewide resulted in the recycling of approximately 40 
percent of the recyclables in MSW generated statewide. Similarly, reported drop-off programs 
for organics (mostly programs for composting of leaf and yard waste) statewide resulted in the 
composting of approximately 10.2 percent of the organic component of the MSW generated 
statewide.  If these results are applicable to the MRC municipalities, then the MSW currently 
being delivered to the PERC Facility contains substantial quantities of recyclables and organic 
materials that might be diverted for recycling or composting.  While not related to the standards 
of review that this application is subject to, the MRC is undertaking a comprehensive effort to 
collect data on MSW diversion by its municipalities in order to evaluate whether such diversion 
is consistent with the diversion data used in the State Plan.  
 
  

                                                 
1 2011 Maine Residential Waste Characterization Study-School of Economics Staff Paper #601; Criner, George K. 
and Blackmer, Travis L, University of Maine; http://umaine.edu/wcs/files/2012/02/2011-Maine-Residential-Waste-
Characterization-Study1.pdf 
2 Maine Materials Management Plan, 2014 State Waste Management and Recycling Plan Update & 2012 Waste 
Generation and Disposal Capacity Report, Maine Department of Environmental Protection, January 2014. 
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1.1.3 Rationale for Redevelopment of the Existing MSW Management System 
 
The Waste Disposal Agreements between the MRC member municipalities and the entity that 
owns the PERC facility are scheduled to expire on March 31, 2018. Development of the 
successor arrangements to these agreements provides a rare opportunity to reconsider how the 
entire MSW system can be restructured and redefined after such date to best serve the MRC 
municipalities in compliance with the MRC mission and with the hierarchy of MSW 
management methods.  In this context, the MRC seeks to develop a system involving facility 
component parts that comprise a holistic and integrated approach with a vision that:  
 
• Complies with the state hierarchy of MSW management methods; 
• Recognizes and supports the wide variety of local MSW materials management approaches 

used by the 187 communities in our service area, and by other Maine municipalities 
historically served by PERC that the MRC might reasonably serve;   

• Is scaled to serve the needs of our member communities; 
• Avoids imports of MSW from out of state; 
• Can adapt over time to changes in waste generation and composition, and to changes in the 

markets for products derived from processed MSW;   
• Is premised on self-reliance derived from appropriate ownership and control; and 
• Does not rely on substantial, ongoing subsidies from the state or otherwise. 
 
The MRC also seeks to incorporate emerging and new technology for MSW management into 
the system to the extent prudent; to ensure that facilities are developed at sizes and scales that are 
consistent with the quantities of material available for processing; and to avoid business 
arrangements, such as rigid minimum tonnage delivery guarantees set at levels that are too high 
or with insufficient flexibility, that might undermine or conflict with practical aspects of 
achieving the guiding principles of the state hierarchy.  
 
In this context, after extensive discussions regarding the extension of disposal arrangements at 
PERC, the MRC concluded that there could be no assurance that the PERC Facility in its current 
configuration, and under current business arrangements extended as is, can continue to be a 
feasible component of a long-term system of MSW management that complies with the 
hierarchy and with the MRC vision as expressed above.  Similarly, the MRC cannot rely on the 
Juniper Ridge Landfill, which cannot provide certainty that permitted capacity will be available 
for the types and quantities of waste and waste residuals to be managed by the MRC on either a 
short-term or long-term basis after 2018, nor can the MRC rely on other landfills due to the 
regional nature of the MSW management system and due to transportation distances and other 
factors.  In any case, MRC needs to control landfill capacity  to provide support for the planned 
system of diversion facilities that are at the heart of our plan to achieve maximum practical 
diversion.   
 
The MRC fully recognizes that utilization of a secure landfill for solid waste disposal is the 
lowest order of priority pursuant to the hierarchy of management methods described above. 
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Nonetheless, capacity for landfill disposal of waste materials is a necessary element to achieve 
financing for and otherwise provide support for the diversion facilities that are at the heart of any 
plan to achieve maximum practical diversion. Capacity is also necessary to provide the MRC the 
flexibility to accept a range of types and quantities of waste that might need to be land filled in 
the event that the measures for achieving the maximum practical level of diversion are less 
successful than had been projected.   
 
Moreover, the MRC recognizes fully that its decision to implement a visionary system for 
integrated solid waste management in accordance with the hierarchy involves significant risk.  
The emerging technologies, collection protocols, and other diversion programs that form the 
backbone of the planned system might not be as successful as projected, and the vendors and 
suppliers of the emerging technology equipment will have limited capability to address the 
liabilities if their technology underperforms.  The MRC system will face competition from 
alternatives involving less diversion and existing facilities that might also involve less effort or 
have the appearance of being less costly.  Municipalities and their residents might not participate 
as fully in the system as we desire.  Accounting for these factors, the inclusion of a secure 
landfill controlled by the MRC is the safety net that makes it possible for the MRC to proceed 
with its overall strategy for a system that maximizes diversion from the landfill. In this sense, the 
secure landfill is the key element that empowers the MRC to pursue  maximum diversion 
strategies and to pursue strategies and take and manage risks that private developers would not 
assume.  
 
Finally, since the MRC is a non-profit entity, the membership of which is  comprised entirely of 
Maine municipalities and regional associations, it will have no incentive to maximize profit or to 
utilize secure landfill capacity if such use can be avoided.  Rather, the MRC will have the 
incentive to divert as much material as possible from its secure landfill in order to extend the 
existing capacity for as long as possible, and to avoid to the extent practical the need for future 
landfill expansions.  For these reasons, the MRC is committed to dedicating any and all of the 
disposal capacity it develops to meet the needs of those Maine municipalities comprising its 
membership.  
  
The MRC recognizes that acquisition of the public benefit determination and other permits 
required to construct the secure landfill will require more elapsed time than the acquisition of the 
permits required to construct other elements of the system.  The required components of the 
public benefit determination and licensing process for the secure landfill are outlined in the Table 
1-1 below.  For this reason, the MRC is submitting this application in advance of the full 
specification of the details of the other elements of the system that would be the subject of 
separate regulatory consideration under a separate application review process. Nonetheless, as a 
public sector non-profit entity committed to affordable, long-term and environmentally sound 
management of MSW in accordance with the hierarchy, the Maine DEP can be assured that the 
MRC is committed in its effort to implement all elements of the planned system in ways that 
achieve the maximum practical diversion of MSW from the landfill in accordance with the State 
Plan and policies. 
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Table 1-1 
Public Benefit Determination and Licensing Schedule 

 
Required Component Estimated Timeframe 

Public Benefit Determination April to July 2014 
Preliminary Information Report July  to August 2014 
Site Specific Investigation July 2014 to July 2015 
Site Assessment Report July to September 2015 
Preliminary Design and Engineering Report September to December 2015 
Permit Application and Final Design December 2015 to June 2017 
Construction June to October 2017 

 
 
1.1.4 History of MRC Action on Existing System Redevelopment 
 
The MRC has a history of taking formal public actions to reinforce the vision for redevelopment 
of the existing solid waste management system as described above.  Such actions have included 
the following: 
 
• Since 2007, the MRC has engaged in formal monitoring and research of emerging 

technologies for MSW processing that might be an alternative to the technology used at the 
PERC Facility.  The MRC conducted such monitoring in order to identify and evaluate 
significantly in advance of 2018 the potential for new technologies that might increase 
diversion, reduce environmental impacts, reduce residual disposal needs and reduce overall 
net disposal costs  while complying to the maximum practical extent with the hierarchy of 
solid waste management methods.  An example of a presentation to the MRC Board 
addressing emerging technologies is provided in Appendix D. 
 

• On December 16, 2009, the MRC Board passed a Resolution to Promote the Advancement of 
Post 2018 Planning Process which is included in Appendix E.  As stated in the resolution, 
the preferred option at the time of the resolution was to extend the waste disposal agreements 
with PERC beyond 2018, provided that they could be implemented at an acceptable cost and 
on reasonable terms.  The resolution provided a framework for MRC to explore options to 
purchase the PERC facility, extend the waste disposal agreements with their member 
communities, and to evaluate other options as necessary.  Other options mentioned in the 
resolution included alternative waste disposal; emerging technologies for waste management; 
future trends in waste generation and recycling; and other factors. 
 

• In October 2010, the MRC Board voted to approve a Target Value Step Increase 
Implementation Plan to position the MRC municipalities to realize the benefits of 
continuation of the MRC mission after 2018.   
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• In June 2013, the MRC issued a Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI), which is 

included as Appendix F to this document, to solicit responses from vendors of new and 
emerging technologies to process MSW (see Section 1.2 below). The MRC also initiated a 
site screening and selection process for available sites within the membership communities to 
develop an integrated solid waste management facility.  
 

• On December 11, 2013, the MRC Board of Directors passed another resolution, Regarding 
Post 2018 Planning Process, which is included in Appendix E to this document.  This 
resolution provides a framework for the next steps to develop a potential integrated solid 
waste management and resource recovery facility to accommodate the disposal of MSW 
originating within the Charter Municipalities after March 31, 2018. 

 
• Following the unanimous approval of the resolution Regarding Post 2018 Planning Process 

December 11, 2013, the MRC Board asked its member communities to consider the adoption 
of a resolution To Continue the Advancement of Post 2018 Planning Process.  The form of 
resolutions considered for local adoption by the MRC membership is included in Appendix 
E.  Approval of the resolution demonstrates support for the MRC Post-2018 Initiative, which 
specifically includes “preparing and filing an application with the Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection for a Determination of Public Benefit.”  A listing of the MRC 
communities that have adopted the resolution is also included in Appendix E to this 
document.  Measured as a percentage of the total MSW delivered to the PERC facility in 
2012, about 70% of the MRC member communities have adopted the resolution To Continue 
the Advancement of Post 2018 Planning Process.  MRC has not heard from any member 
voicing concern with the resolution or the Post 2018 Planning Initiative. 

 
1.2 The Planned System for Solid Waste Management  
 
1.2.1 Elements of the Planned System 
 
The system being planned by the MRC (depicted on the bottom of the Flow Diagram attached as 
Exhibit A) will be comprised of the following elements: 
 
• Local collection and diversion programs.  Continuation of, or successors to, the existing 

programs and systems by which municipalities sponsor collection and transfer of MSW, and 
sponsor collection and processing of recyclables and organic materials, through a variety of 
waste reduction and reuse programs, curbside collection programs, drop-off programs, and 
operation of transfer stations and other facilities. 
 

• Diversion facilities.  A facility or facilities to divert materials for recycling, beneficial use of 
organic materials and/or fuel production from collected mixed waste, which might consist of 
(a) continued use of the PERC Facility in a modified configuration  involving a smaller scale 
and/or other changes; (b) a new regional facility developed by the MRC using emerging 
technology to recover recyclable materials, products derived from organic materials, and/or 
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processed engineered fuel (PEF) from collected mixed MSW; or (c) a strategy to maximize 
local diversion prior to MSW collection through a set of local processing facilities, organics 
composting or digestion facilities and non-traditional transfer stations to facilitate use of 
remote MSW processing, single-stream recycling and organics processing facilities by 
municipalities throughout the MRC service territory.  Although the MRC is not required to 
obtain a public benefit determination in order to construct such processing facilities, 
information on the approach to design and potential performance in terms of anticipated 
diversion rates provided through such strategies is provided herein as the basis for 
understanding the need for the development of a secure landfill.  
 

• A new secure landfill.  A secure landfill for disposal of the waste for which diversion for 
recycling, composting, processing or other beneficial re-use is not practical, and which would 
only accept waste generated and originating within the State of Maine.  A secure landfill 
controlled by the MRC is the safety net that makes it possible for the MRC to proceed with 
its overall strategy for a system that maximizes diversion from the landfill.  In this sense, the 
secure landfill is the key element that empowers the MRC to pursue maximum diversion 
strategies and to pursue strategies and take and manage risks that private developers would 
not assume.  The MRC is submitting this Application for a Determination of Public Benefit 
in accordance with 38 M.R.S.A. §1310-N(3)(A) and §1310-AA and 06 096 CMR Chapter 
400, Section 5 to develop this secure landfill. 

 
The secure landfill would be owned either by the MRC itself or by a successor entity with a 
comparable governance structure, the membership of which would be similarly comprised of 
Maine municipalities and regional associations (the MRC and its successors are referred to 
herein as “the MRC”).  Decisions would be made by a Board of Directors elected by and 
accountable to the member municipalities.  The diversion facilities would be developed on land 
owned by the MRC.  The facilities would either be owned by the MRC, or would be developed 
by contracting with a private entity to build and operate the facilities on land leased from the 
MRC, which would also retain control of the technology selection and implementation process. 
 
By maintaining public ownership of the secure landfill and of the land on which facilities are 
developed, the MRC can assure that (a) the secure landfill is used only to provide capacity for 
residuals from the mixed MSW processing facilities and other needs of the member 
municipalities while remaining closed in all instances to out-of-state waste; and (b) the capacity 
at the secure landfill is used as sparingly as possible. 
 
1.2.2 Consistency of the Planned System with the Hierarchy 
 
This planned system for management of MSW will comply with the State of Maine Solid Waste 
Management Hierarchy (38 M.R.S.A § 2101), which, as referenced above, consists of the 
following methods of solid waste management to the extent practical in order of priority: 
 

1. Reduction of waste generated at the source; 
2. Reuse of waste; 
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3. Recycling of waste; 
4. Composting of biodegradable waste; 
5. Waste processing that reduces the volume of waste needing land disposal; 
6. Land disposal of waste. 

 
The interrelationship of each of the management methods in the hierarchy with the three 
elements of the planned system are discussed in the sections that follow.  
 
1.2.2.1 Reduction of waste generated at the source 
 
Generally, programs to encourage waste reduction are implemented at the local level by 
municipalities in order to reduce the quantity of waste being generated and requiring collection.  
Such programs typically include education, outreach and technical assistance programs regarding 
direct actions to reduce waste creation, as well as pay-as-you-throw (PAYT) and other programs 
that provide financial incentives for generators not to generate waste.   
 
The MRC proposes to support the incorporation of waste reduction into the planned system in 
the following ways: 
 
• Appropriate contract terms, facility scale and processing capacities. It is a simple and 

undeniable fact that any processing facility that requires infusions of capital from lenders or 
equity investors as part of its development will need some level of assurance or guaranty 
regarding the quantities of MSW to be delivered to the facility. The MRC has deep 
knowledge of such assurances and guarantees by virtue of its long experience representing 
municipalities in discussions of the guaranteed annual tonnage requirements in the disposal 
contracts for the PERC facility.  Stemming from that experience, the MRC is committed to 
ensure that agreements supporting the development of planned processing and recycling 
facilities will avoid business arrangements, such as minimum tonnage delivery guarantees set 
at levels that are too high or with insufficient flexibility, that might undermine or conflict 
with municipal efforts to reduce the amount of waste generated within their borders.  
Similarly, the MRC is committed to ensure that the planned processing and recycling 
facilities have capacities that can be reasonably supported by delivery commitments that are 
compatible with municipal waste reduction efforts, and are not so large as to undermine 
efforts at waste reduction. 
 

• Appropriate technical support.  The MRC will support the efforts of its municipalities to 
implement waste reduction programs as appropriate through efforts that might include inter-
municipal coordination, technical assistance, and similar services. 
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1.2.2.2  Re-use of Waste 
 
Generally, programs to encourage waste re-use are comparable to those that encourage waste 
reduction, in that they are implemented at the local level by municipalities in order to reduce the 
quantity of waste being generated and requiring collection. Such programs typically include 
education, outreach and technical assistance programs regarding direct actions for waste re-use, 
as well as establishment of local swap shops and forums to facilitate re-use.   
 
The measures described above for the MRC to support the incorporation of waste reduction into 
the planned system, including designation of appropriate contract terms and facility processing 
capacities, as well as appropriate technical support from the MRC for local programs, will also 
serve to support the incorporation of local waste re-use programs into the planned system. 
 
1.2.2.3  Recycling of Waste 
 
As described previously, the MRC municipalities already sponsor a wide variety of local 
programs to collect and process recyclables through operation of collection programs, drop-off 
programs, and operation of transfer stations and other facilities.  The measures described above 
for the MRC to support the incorporation of waste re-use and reduction into the planned system, 
including designation of appropriate contract terms and facility processing capacities, as well as 
appropriate technical support from the MRC for local programs, will also serve to support the 
incorporation of local recycling into the planned system.  Depending on the type of facilities to 
be developed, as discussed below, the MRC might also encourage municipalities to commit to 
deliver recyclable materials generated or collected locally to a regional facility for conversion 
into high-value products. 
 
As a regional entity positioned to act on a regional level, the MRC offers the capability to 
develop regional recycling facilities that can offer a level of service beyond what any individual 
municipality in its service territory would be likely to develop.  In this context, the MRC is 
pursuing development of a mixed waste processing facility as one promising approach to 
implementation of a system to divert waste to the maximum practical extent.  This subsection 
provides information on the status of the MRC’s efforts to develop such a facility, and on its 
anticipated design and projected performance in achieving waste diversion.  Note that the MRC 
considers these efforts to be recycling rather than processing, because the intent is to achieve 
conversion of waste materials into useful products, and not only to reduce the volume requiring 
landfill disposal.  The MRC recognizes that certain elements of the facilities described herein, 
such as production of processed engineered fuel, might reasonably be considered “processing,” 
but has included the description of those elements in this section for purposes of clarity. 
 
Request for Expressions of Interest 
 
The facility information provided in this section is based on the responses received by the MRC 
to a Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) that was originally issued in June 2013 and 
advertised nationally (see Appendix F).  The RFEI solicited responses from vendors regarding 
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the design and performance of new and emerging technologies for MSW processing, recycling, 
and conversion to products. The RFEI also solicited information on the experience, qualifications 
and capabilities of the proposing vendors. The RFEI addressed approaches that might be 
practical for development in Maine by emphasizing the following criteria for evaluation of the 
responses: 
 
• Facility conceptual design consistent with the waste management hierarchy for recovery of 

high-value recyclables, conversion of organics to compost or other products, and production 
of PEF for energy recovery, with residuals limited to materials not practical for recovery. 
 

• Credible demonstration of the technology in reference facilities (which might be pilot or 
commercial demonstration facilities) that can support implementation of the technology at a 
commercial scale in Maine in light of potential issues with technology transfer and scale-up. 
 

• Development that is feasible at a scale consistent with the quantities and composition of 
MSW generated in Maine municipalities that has been historically delivered to PERC. 
 

• Affordability and competitiveness with other alternatives under projected conditions, 
including disposal in Maine facilities and long-haul disposal at remote facilities. 
 

• Willingness to pursue opportunities for development under the market conditions and the 
requirements for facility development and environmental impact mitigation present in Maine. 
 

• Resources to pursue development of a facility in Maine in addition to other pre-existing 
commitments. 

 
The MRC received 13 responses to the RFEI in August 2013 proposing a range of technologies 
and approaches to development.  The MRC continues to work with the vendors, but has not yet 
selected a specific technology or vendor for final development3.  Thus, the MRC cannot yet 
provide a definitive description of the facility that will be developed, and cannot provide a firm 
commitment to a specific approach to facility design or a specific level of diversion or 
performance in this application.   
 
In this context, what follows is a composite description and range of performance levels that 
might reasonably be anticipated based on the information provided from vendors both in their 
original responses to the RFEI and in subsequent communications. 
 
  

                                                 
3 In January 2014, the MRC Board of Directors passed a resolution directing the MRC staff to work with one 
particular technology vendor, Fiberight, to investigate the technical and economic feasibility of developing a facility 
utilizing its technology to serve the MRC municipalities.  A copy of that resolution is provided in Appendix E.  
Discussions with other vendors are also ongoing. 
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Facility design 
 
The facility would be developed on a site having an area in the range of 10 to 15 acres, which 
would also include an enclosed building having an anticipated footprint on the order of 80,000 
square feet. The building would include a receiving area for incoming mixed MSW, an initial 
mechanical processing area, an organics processing area and/or a PEF production area.  The site 
might also include space for organics processing tanks or equipment, access roads, parking areas, 
and perimeter buffer space. 
 
Incoming MSW would generally be processed on the day of receipt by loading into an inclined 
conveyor to feed the processing equipment.  The initial mechanical processing functions would 
be designed to recover high-value recyclables such as cardboard, newsprint and other marketable 
recoverable papers; single-resin plastics; ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and glass.  Process 
steps might include bag-opening, screening, initial size reduction, and multiple stages of 
subsequent separation and screening to separate organic materials and to separate materials 
appropriate to be included in PEF. Organic materials might be fed into tanks for anaerobic 
digestion, or might be processed in an enclosed washing and distillation process.  PEF would be 
produced through additional screening and size reduction in a separate section of the enclosed 
building. 
 
Facility performance 
 
The actual level of diversion of MSW from a mixed waste processing facility, and the quantities 
of residuals requiring further management, will depend on a variety of factors that include the 
following: 
 
• The quantities and composition of MSW that is generated in the municipalities that make the 

commitment to be served by the facility; 
 

• The type and extent of materials that are diverted from MSW through source separation prior 
to collection of the MSW delivered to the facility; 
 

• The rate of recovery of high-value recyclable materials from incoming MSW; 
 

• The rate of separation of organic materials from other components of incoming MSW;  
 

• The success in converting the separated organic materials to marketable products; and 
 

• The rate of recovery of materials suitable for production of PEF from the materials stream 
that remains after recovery of high-value recyclable materials and separation of organic 
materials, and the success in marketing the PEF. 
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• Success in bringing the mixed waste processing facility into operation at the anticipated level 
of performance and on a schedule that provides service availability without interruption at 
the end of the current disposal arrangements. 
 

For the purposes of this application, the MRC has evaluated a variety of approaches to mixed 
waste management for diversion and recycling.  Each case assumes that the MRC would manage 
waste within a range of 158,000 to 180,000 tons per year of post-diversion MSW.  This 
reduction is in two steps: (1) a reduction of approximately 5.5 percent (%) from 2013 deliveries 
to the PERC Facility by the MRC municipalities which is consistent with experience over the 
past 5 years; and (2) an additional allowance of 15 to 25 percent (%) for additional waste 
diversion and attrition from the system. Each case assumes that the MSW has a composition 
based on waste characterization data from 2011 as referenced in the State Plan.  
 
For the cases involving development of a mixed waste processing facility, which might be 
similar in design to reference facilities described in responses to the RFEI4, the MRC forecasts 
total diversion in the range of 45 percent to 75 percent of incoming post-diversion MSW .  Such 
diversion rates, if attained, would reduce the rate of use of landfill capacity for facility residuals 
as compared to the existing system.  The diversion would be achieved through the following: 
 
• Recovery of 10 percent to 20 percent of incoming post-diversion MSW in the form of high-

value recyclable materials such as single-resin plastics, ferrous and non-ferrous metals, and 
marketable paper grades. 
 

• Diversion of organic materials, which constitute an additional 20 percent to 30 percent of 
incoming post-diversion MSW, through anaerobic digestion to create bio-gas for use as fuel 
and to create digestate for use as a fertilizer product. 
 

• Conversion of an additional 15 percent to 35 percent of incoming post-diversion MSW into 
processed engineered fuel (PEF) that can displace conventional solid fuels in local biomass 
and industrial facilities. 

 
At one extreme, the overall diversion rate might be increased to the range of 80 percent to 90 
percent if the MRC is successful in sponsoring development of an emerging technology for 
converting the organic and fiber components of MSW to liquid fuel and chemical products.  At 
the other extreme, the overall diversion rate might top out at less than 50 percent if the MRC 
supports local diversion programs without successful development of a regional facility.  Such 
programs might include consolidation facilities to expand access to use of existing single-stream 
recycling facilities; enhanced diversion of organic materials to distributed local composting and 
farm-based anaerobic digestion facilities; and similar programs implemented locally rather than 
regionally. 

                                                 
4 Including operating facilities in Medina County and Clyde, Ohio; City of Industry, San Jose and Sunnyvale, 
California; the metropolitan area of Toronto, Ontario; and Edmonton, Alberta; as well as numerous facilities in 
Europe that are often referred to as mechanical and biological treatment (MBT) facilities.  
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1.2.2.4  Composting of Biodegradable Waste 
 
Generally, programs to encourage composting of bio-degradable waste are comparable to those 
that encourage waste reduction and re-use, in that they are implemented at the local level by 
municipalities in order to reduce the quantity of waste being generated and requiring collection. 
Such programs typically include education, outreach and technical assistance programs regarding 
direct actions for backyard and local composting, as well as diversion of compatible materials to 
existing operations for composting or digestion of farm wastes, agricultural wastes, or 
wastewater treatment facilities with appropriate capability.   
 
The measures described above for the MRC to support programs for incorporation of local waste 
reduction and re-use programs into the planned system, including designation of appropriate 
contract terms and facility processing capacities, as well as appropriate technical support from 
the MRC for local programs, will also serve to support the incorporation of composting of 
biodegradable waste into the planned system.  Depending on the type of facilities to be 
developed, the MRC might also encourage municipalities to commit to deliver organic materials 
generated locally to a regional facility for conversion into high-value products. 
 
1.2.2.5  Waste Processing 
 
The measures described above for the MRC to support programs for incorporation of local waste 
reduction and re-use programs into the planned system, including designation of appropriate 
contract terms and facility processing capacities, as well as appropriate technical support from 
the MRC for local programs, will also serve to support the incorporation of local programs for 
waste processing into the planned system.  Depending on the type of facilities to be developed, 
the MRC might also encourage municipalities to commit to deliver materials generated locally to 
a regional facility for conversion into high-value products. The MRC’s effort to pursue regional 
measures and facilities for waste processing are discussed in Section 1.2.2.3 in the section on 
waste recycling. 
 
1.2.2.6  Land Disposal of Waste 
 
The MRC notes that the development of a secure landfill is an integral part of development of 
the fully integrated system for solid waste management in accordance with the hierarchy of 
management methods described above. Capacity for landfill disposal of waste materials is a 
necessary element to achieve financing for and otherwise provide support for the diversion 
facilities that are at the heart of the plan to achieve maximum practical diversion. Capacity is 
also necessary to provide the MRC the flexibility to accept a range of types and quantities of 
waste that might need to be land filled in the event that the measures for achieving the maximum 
practical level of diversion are less successful than had been projected. For this purpose, the 
MRC cannot rely on the Juniper Ridge Landfill, which cannot provide certainty that permitted 
capacity will be available for the types and quantities of waste and waste residuals to be managed 
by the MRC on either a short-term or long-term basis after 2018, nor can the MRC rely on other 
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landfills due to the regional nature of the planned development and due to transportation 
distances and other factors.  In any case, MRC needs to control the landfill capacity in order to 
provide support for the planned system of diversion facilities that are at the heart of our plan to 
achieve maximum practical diversion.   
 
The integrated system would be designed to serve only Maine municipalities that have 
historically relied on PERC for disposal and which would comprise the membership of MRC or 
any successor organization to MRC.  The sole mission of the MRC is to serve its membership, 
and it has no motivation for or interest in providing MSW management services for MSW 
originating outside of the State of Maine or residuals generated within the State of Maine from 
MSW originating outside of the State of Maine. 
 
The MRC recognizes that acquisition of the public benefit determination and other permits 
required to construct the secure landfill will require more elapsed time than the acquisition of the 
permits required to construct the other elements of the system.  For this reason, the MRC is 
submitting this application in advance of the full specification of the details of the other elements 
of the system. Nonetheless, as a public sector entity committed to affordable, long-term and 
environmentally sound management of MSW in accordance with the hierarchy, the Maine DEP 
can be assured that the MRC is committed to implement all elements of the planned system in 
ways that achieve the maximum practical diversion of MSW from landfill disposal. 
   
1.2.3 Alternatives to the Planned System 
 
As stated previously, development of a secure landfill publically planned for and controlled by 
the MRC municipalities, consistent with the State’s declaration of policy, is the safety net that 
makes it possible for the MRC to proceed with its overall strategy for an integrated regional 
system to maximize diversion from the landfill. In this sense, the secure landfill is the key 
element that empowers the MRC to pursue maximum diversion strategies and to take and 
manage risks that private developers would not assume. A determination of public benefit for the 
landfill component of the system is a key early step in the implementation process for the 
system. 
 
In the event that the determination of public benefit is not granted for the landfill component, 
then the MRC could not proceed with development of the proposed system. The MRC foresees 
that such an outcome would have the following consequences: 
 
• A prime opportunity to pursue and implement an integrated approach to solid waste 

management will be lost as no other entity would develop and build a mixed MSW 
processing facility to serve the MRC municipalities. 
 
 

• The MRC municipalities would continue to operate, and would attempt to enhance, their 
ongoing programs for waste reduction, re-use, local recycling and local composting.  The 
MRC notes, however, that the municipalities are already undertaking substantial efforts to 
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implement such programs at the local level. Given the level of effort already being expended 
by its municipalities, the MRC does not anticipate that such efforts could achieve 
significantly more success in diversion of MSW than has already been achieved without 
some sort of regional facility or coordinated regional program.  No local or regional entity 
other than the MRC has the capabilities and resources to develop such a regional facility or 
program successfully in the service territory served by the MRC. 
 

• In this context, the MRC municipalities would be left to manage disposal of post-diversion 
MSW in approximately the quantities they are generating today, with alternatives that would 
vary depending on their location.  A few MRC municipalities in the northern portions of the 
service territory might send MSW to the Tri-Community Landfill for disposal. A few MRC 
municipalities in the western and southern portions of the service territory might dispose of 
their MSW at the Crossroads Landfill in Norridgewock, or at the ecomaine waste-to-energy 
facility.  
  

• As discussed in Section 2, however, all of the Maine disposal facilities expected to continue 
operations past 2018, taken together, could not provide sufficient disposal capacity to accept 
all of the post-diversion MSW from all of the MRC municipalities. An inevitable 
consequence would be that many of the MRC municipalities would have no alternative but to 
attempt to secure arrangements to haul their MSW to remote facilities in New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts and New Brunswick for disposal.  In the absence of a planned regional 
solution, the vast majority of the MRC municipalities could be faced with returning to a 
diffused responsibility for municipal solid waste planning, processing and disposal among 
numerous and overlapping units of local government.   
 

• Under these circumstances, the MRC anticipates that the PERC facility would close in 2018. 
The PERC facility could not attract sufficient MSW to operate economically at tip fees that 
would allow it to compete economically with long-haul disposal options available elsewhere 
at remote facilities. 

 
There are, of course, unforeseen alternatives to this scenario.  For example, the State might elect 
to approve the expansion of the Juniper Ridge Landfill or to construct and operate the Carpenter 
Ridge Landfill, and might allow unrestricted use of the airspace at either or both of these 
landfills to be made available for disposal of MSW from the MRC municipalities. Alternatively, 
a new MSW processing or disposal facility might be developed by an independent party to 
accept MSW from the MRC municipalities at tip fees that would be less than the cost of long-
haul disposal at out-of-state facilities.  
 
It is precisely because the MRC cannot rely on the occurrence of either of the aforementioned 
alternatives that the MRC is proceeding with development of its own integrated system for MSW 
management. Only with control of its own system, including a secure landfill component, can the 
MRC secure affordable, long-term and environmentally sound MSW disposal for its 
municipalities in accordance with the MRC mission and with state declaration of policy, 
including the State waste hierarchy. 
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1.3 Waste Types, Major Sources and Estimated Annual Volumes  

The major source of material for the planned integrated waste management system will be MSW 
collected by municipalities that have historically delivered, and currently deliver, MSW to the 
PERC Facility.  As stated previously, the MRC municipalities are recorded as having delivered 
179,177 tons of MSW to the PERC Facility in 2013 and 180,456 tons of MSW to the PERC 
facility in 2012 (see Appendix E).  The recorded amount notwithstanding, MRC is aware that 
some MSW reported as delivered under commercial accounts was generated within the borders 
of the MRC municipalities.  These values for MSW deliveries do not include MSW originating 
in municipalities having disposal arrangements with commercial haulers and delivered to the 
PERC facility under separate commercial accounts, which has been on the order of 30,000 tons 
per year, nor do they include approximately 13,000 tons per year of MSW delivered to the PERC 
facility by municipalities that are not members of the MRC.  These sources, taken together, could 
provide approximately 223,000 tons of post-diversion MSW per year as of the present date.   

 By 2018, the MRC forecasts that such sources could provide approximately 158,000 to 180,000 
tons per year of MSW, accounting for both (1) a reduction of approximately 5.5 percent from 
2013 deliveries to the PERC Facility by the MRC municipalities which is consistent with 
experience over the past 5 years; and (2) an additional allowance of 15 to 25% for additional 
waste diversion and attrition from the system.  In this context, the MRC proposes to design its 
system to process 180,000 tons per year of MSW.  A system designed to accept 180,000 tons per 
year would be large enough to support a processing facility that uses a reasonable subset of the 
attractive emerging technologies to achieve economies of scale as required to maintain a 
competitive position in the MSW disposal marketplace, yet sufficiently within the range of 
available MSW quantities to allow for additional MSW diversion prior to delivery to the system. 

The major type and source of waste for disposal at the proposed secure landfill will be the 
residuals that remain after the diversion of materials from MSW originating in MRC member 
municipalities and, to a lesser extent, from other municipalities that currently use the PERC 
facility and will be in need of disposal services after 2018.  The types, sources and quantities of 
the residuals will vary depending on the type and capacity of the processing and facilities that are 
developed, the composition of the MSW delivered to such facilities, the degree of success in 
diverting each component of incoming MSW, and similar factors.  Under cases discussed in 
Section 1.2. above (and assuming delivery of 180,000 tons per year to the system), capacity for 
land disposal would be needed as follows:  
 
• 40,000 to 89,000 tons per year of residuals if the MRC is successful in sponsoring 

development of a mixed waste processing facility.  The residuals would consist of 
unrecoverable plastics, paper, metals and glass; organic materials that resist processing 
through digestion or composting; and unrecoverable contaminants present in MSW such as 
household construction and demolition waste, household electronic waste, and other 
unrecoverable constituents of MSW. 
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• 16,000 to 32,000 tons per year of residuals if the MRC is successful in sponsoring 
development of an emerging technology for producing liquid fuel and chemical products 
from organic and fibrous materials. The residuals would consist of unrecoverable plastics, 
metals, and glass; organic materials removed as contaminants in other recovered materials; 
and unrecoverable contaminants present in MSW such as household construction and 
demolition waste, household electronic waste, and other unrecoverable constituents of MSW. 
 

• 158,000 to 180,00 tons per year of post-diversion MSW for the Local Diversion Case. 
 
The MRC anticipates the possibility of circumstances in which the secure landfill might need to 
be made available to accept post-diversion MSW for disposal either before or even if a 
processing facility is developed successfully.  Examples of such circumstances include bypass 
events during facility outages for repairs or necessary maintenance; bypass events during 
summer peak waste delivery conditions; bypass events in the event a facility with an emerging 
technology does not perform as anticipated or has its operations disrupted due to unforeseen 
failure of the technology; temporary disruptions in the markets for recovered products; and 
casualty events and other uncontrollable circumstances.  Moreover, the MRC anticipates that it 
might be prudent to design a processing facility that is consistent with a higher level of waste 
reduction, re-use and pre-collection diversion than is actually achieved, in order to reduce the 
level of waste delivery guarantees that will be imposed on municipalities to a level that provides 
comfortable margins against delivery shortfalls.  In such event, some amount of MSW bypass 
would be a natural and direct result of designing the system for consistency with the highest 
priority-methods of management in the waste hierarchy.  To account for these circumstances, the 
MRC has included an allowance for land disposal of 20,000 tons per year of MSW bypass in the 
estimated annual volumes for land disposal for those cases involving a centralized diversion 
facility.5 
 
The MRC remains open to the alternative of continued use of the PERC Facility in a modified 
configuration involving operation at a reduced scale with updated technology to increase waste 
diversion. In such event, capacity might be needed for land disposal of up to 78,000 tons per year 
of residual materials, based on acceptance of 223,000 tons per year of MSW. 
 
In addition to the land disposal of residual materials, post-diversion MSW, and MSW bypass, the 
secure landfill to be developed by the MRC would also provide capacity to meet other solid 
waste disposal needs of its members. In particular, the MRC proposes to have the secure landfill 
provide capacity to accept  small amounts of construction and demolition debris (CDD), certain 
special wastes, oversized bulky wastes and wood waste from member municipalities. These 
materials are currently accepted by various other disposal facilities depending upon the 
proximity of the waste to the disposal facility. Some of the MRC municipalities currently dispose 
of CDD in less than six-acre attenuation landfills having varying amounts of remaining life.  

                                                 
5 Again, as noted in Section 1.2.2.6 above, the sole mission of the MRC is to serve its Maine membership, and it has 
no motivation for or interest in providing MSW management services for MSW originating outside of the State of 
Maine or residuals generated within the State of Maine from MSW originating outside of the State of Maine. 
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When these attenuation landfills can no longer provide the necessary capacity for CDD, the 
MRC regional secure landfill will replace this necessary capacity. This secure landfill would also 
provide another option for CDD disposal for those communities that are currently operating less 
than six acre attenuation landfills and are finding the operation to onerous. 
 
Accounting for all of the factors described above, the total amounts of waste of each type 
currently generated in the areas to be served by the integrated waste management system and 
secure landfill component are summarized in the following table. 

 
 

Table 1-2.  Annual Waste Quantities Currently Generated by Type 
 

Waste Type Quantity 
(tons/Year) 

MSW Up to 223,000 
CDD 66,000  
Special Waste 10,000 
Oversized Bulky Waste (OBW) 10,000 
Clean Wood Waste 10,000 

 
The following table presents the total amount of material that might be accepted at the secure 
landfill on an annual basis accounting for disposal of residuals over the range of material 
diversion scenarios discussed above, as well as the disposal of CDD, special wastes and 
oversized bulky wastes.  
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Table 1-3.  Annual Landfill Quantities for each Future Scenario 
 

Scenario Residuals1 

(Tons/year) 
Small  Amounts 
of other Waste2 

(Tons/year) 

MSW3 

(Tons/year) 
Total 

(Tons/year) 

     
Mixed-waste processing 
facility (45% to 75% 
diversion) 

40,000 to 89,000 15,000 20,000 75,000 to 124,000 

Emerging technology 
case 

16,000 to 32,000 15,000 20,000 51,000 to 67,000 

Local-Diversion Case Not applicable 15,000 158,000 to 
180,0004 

173,000 to 195,000 

Continued used of the 
PERC Facility 

78,000 15,000  93,000 

 
1. The amount of residuals produced by each regional processing case is described in Section 1.2 and Table 1-2. 
2. The small amounts of other waste include CDD, special waste, and OBW generated by member communities described 

above. 
3. The estimate of MSW quantities provides an allowance for 20,000 tons per year of MSW bypass for cases involving a 

central diversion facility. 
4. The MSW quantity for the local diversion and system attrition case represents a range of between 15% and 25%. 
 
Based on an average in-place density within the secure landfill of all the waste types of 1,200 
pounds per cubic yard, the MRC projects the need for land disposal of an annual landfill volume 
ranging from 85,000 cubic yards per year (based on 51,000 tons per year for the lower end of the 
range for the Emerging Technology Case) to 325,000 cubic yards per year (based on 195,000 
tons per year for the upper end of the range for the Local Diversion Case).  
 
1.4 Disposal Capacity and Projected Facility Life 
 
The final design for the secure landfill to accept residual materials, post-diversion MSW, and 
MSW bypass, and to accept the other solid wastes for which disposal capacity is needed, will 
depend on a number of factors, including but not limited to, economic and technical feasibility, 
ownership agreements, and the extent of utilization by the municipalities.  Based on the annual 
waste volumes presented in Section 1.3, and a 30-year service life, the MRC projects an ultimate 
disposal capacity for 2.55 to 9.75 million cubic yards of secure landfill disposal capacity.  The 
low side of the range corresponds to landfill disposal of 51,000 tons per year, which is shown in 
Table 1-3 as the low-end range for disposal of residuals, and the allowance for other solid waste 
materials, for the Emerging Technology Case.  The high side of the range corresponds to 
disposal of 195,000 tons per year, which is shown in Table 1-3 as the need for disposal of post-
diversion MSW, and the allowance for other solid waste materials, for the Local Diversion Case.  
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1.5 Geographic Service Area 
 
The Municipal Review Committee (MRC), Inc. represents 187 cities, towns and inter-municipal 
districts (“Charter Municipalities”) in central and eastern Maine.  Refer to Appendix A for a 
map of the geographic service area of the MRC municipalities. 
 
1.6 Location 
 
Currently, the MRC is planning the development of an integrated solid waste management 
system that includes a single proposed secure landfill in either Argyle or Greenbush, Maine.  
Refer to Appendices H-1 and H-2 for maps depicting the proposed alternative locations.  The 
MRC has a preference for co-locating the mixed MSW processing facilities at the same site if 
possible. 
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SECTION 2.0 - CAPACITY NEEDS 
 
In accordance with the Maine DEP Application for a Determination of Public Benefit, this 
section identifies the immediate, short-term, and long-term capacity needs which this disposal 
facility will address, and whether the capacity of the proposed facility will exceed that required 
to meet the identified needs. As defined in 38 M.R.S.A. § 1310-AA(3)(A), “immediate” means 
within the next three (3) years, “short-term” means within the next five (5) years and “long-term” 
means within the next ten (10) years. This application presumes that the start date of the time 
frame is the year of application for the public benefit determination or 2014. The referenced 
statute also mentions that, when evaluating whether a proposed facility meets the capacity needs 
of the State, the Commissioner considers relevant local and regional needs as appropriate and the 
regional nature of the development and use of disposal capacity due to transportation distances 
and other factors.  
 
The recently revised State Plan6 provides data on MSW disposal capacity and disposal 
requirements for the State of Maine.  According to the State Plan, Appendix E, Table 5, the 
current capacity for MSW disposal in Maine includes three waste-to-energy facilities (the 
MMWAC, ecomaine and PERC facilities); two large State-owned regional landfills (the 
Carpenter Ridge and Juniper Ridge Landfills), five small municipal MSW landfills, two 
municipal ash landfills, and one commercial landfill.  
 
The State Plan indicates that the three waste-to-energy facilities provide approximately 544,000 
tons per year of disposal capacity. However, as discussed in Section 1.3 above, after extensive 
discussions regarding the extension disposal arrangements at PERC, the MRC concluded that 
there could be no assurance that the PERC Facility in its current configuration, and under current 
business arrangements extended as is, can continue to be a feasible component of a long-term 
system of MSW management that complies with the hierarchy and with the MRC vision as 
expressed above.  For these reasons, the MRC has not included the disposal capacity associated 
with the PERC Facility after the scheduled date for expiration of the Waste Disposal Agreements 
on March 31, 2018.  Absent such capacity, the two remaining waste-to-energy facilities would 
provide only 240,000 tons per year of disposal capacity starting in 2019. The remaining two 
waste-to-energy facilities are not considered to be viable options for MRC members due to 
dedication of their capacity to existing suppliers, transportation distances and other factors. 
 
Regarding the two State-owned regional landfills, the State Plan indicates that the Carpenter 
Ridge Landfill has not yet been developed, and that the Juniper Ridge Landfill will reach its 
capacity in 2017.  Neither of these landfills can be projected to provide disposal capacity for 
2018 or beyond for the purposes of this determination of capacity needs.  The size and location 
of the Carpenter Ridge Landfill presents transportation challenges that are inconsistent with the 
MRC service area.  Neither of these landfills provides an appropriate level of ownership and 
control needed to implement our vision and the continuation of the MRC mission interrelated 

                                                 
6 Maine Materials Management Plan, 2014 State Waste Management and Recycling Plan Update & 2012 Waste 
Generation and Disposal Capacity Report, Maine Department of Environmental Protection, January 2014. 
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with the state hierarchy.  Moreover, use of such disposal capacity could not support the 
development and operation of the planned integrated system for solid waste management as 
described in Section 1.2.   
 
The five small municipal landfills constitute closed systems that have dedicated their capacity to 
their current users, and are not licensed to accept the amount of MSW that is generated by the 
MRC membership. These landfills are not considered to be viable options for the MRC 
municipalities due to transportation distances and other factors.  
 
The WM Crossroads-Norridgewock Landfill is located a considerable distance from many of the 
MRC municipalities. Although some MRC municipalities might utilize this facility for disposal, 
in general, such disposal is not considered to be a viable option for most MRC municipalities due 
to transportation distances and the lack of an appropriate level of ownership and control. 
Moreover, use of such disposal capacity would not support the development and operation of the 
planned integrated system for solid waste management as described in Section 1.2.  
 
The State Plan also identifies approximately 20 municipally owned construction and demolition 
debris (CDD) landfills of which 13 are located within the MRC service area.  Three of these 
landfills only have five to ten (10) years of capacity remaining. These landfills generally serve a 
limited geographic area and are not licensed or equipped to serve the State’s or the MRC’s total 
disposal needs. The MRC anticipates that these CDD landfills will continue to be used by the 
local permitted entities until their capacity is used or must be closed for other reasons.  After 
closure, the materials currently being accepted at such landfills would likely be sent to the MRC 
secure landfill for disposal.  
 
2.1  Immediate Capacity Needs 
 
As defined above, “immediate” means within three years of the date of application or by 2017.  
Based on the information provided in the State Plan and as long as the MRC municipalities can 
continue to be served by the PERC Facility under the existing Waste Disposal Agreements until   
2018, the State Plan does not show an immediate need for MSW disposal capacity.  
 
2.2 Short Term Capacity Needs 
 
As defined above, “short-term” means within five years of the date of application or by 2019.  
As noted above, the MRC cannot rely on the disposal capacity associated with the PERC Facility 
after the scheduled date for expiration of the Waste Disposal Agreements on March 31, 2018, 
and the remaining two waste-to-energy facilities are not considered to be viable options for MRC 
members due to dedication of their capacity to existing suppliers, transportation distances and 
other factors. These circumstances support the determination of a short-term capacity need 
starting in 2018.  As described previously, the planned secure landfill would provide 85,000 to 
325,000 cubic yards per year of disposal capacity to meet this short-term need. 
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The proposed disposal facility is planned to be permitted, designed, constructed, and operational 
by 2018 in order to address the “short-term” capacity needs outlined above. The facility will be 
constructed in phases and sized to address the actual need based on the actual success of the 
planned measures for waste reduction, reuse, recycling, processing and other diversion. 
 
2.3  Long Term Capacity Needs 
 
As defined above, “long-term” means within ten years of the date of application or by 2024.  As 
noted above, the MRC cannot rely on the disposal capacity associated with the PERC Facility 
after the scheduled date for expiration of the Waste Disposal Agreements on March 31, 2018, 
and the remaining two waste-to-energy facilities are not considered to be viable options for MRC 
members due to dedication of their capacity to existing suppliers, transportation distances and 
other factors. These circumstances support the determination of a long-term capacity need 
starting in 2018.  As described previously, the proposed secure landfill would provide 85,000 to 
325,000 cubic yards per year of disposal capacity to meet this long-term need. 
 
The proposed disposal facility is planned to be permitted, designed, constructed, and operational 
by 2018 to address the “long-term” capacity needs outlined above. The facility will be 
constructed in phases and sized to address the actual need based on the actual success of the 
planned measures for waste reduction, reuse, recycling, processing and other diversion. 
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SECTION 3.0 - CONSISTENCY 
 
3.1  Consistency with the State Plan 
 
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) issued a final Maine Materials 
Management Plan in January, 2014, (the “State Plan”) which is an update of the 2014 State 
Waste Management Plan and 2012 Waste Generation and Disposal Capacity Report as required 
under state law.  The DEP views the State Plan as an opportunity to provide information to 
municipalities and other waste managers on current efforts and other activities supporting the 
state’s solid waste management hierarchy.  The information provided below serves to 
demonstrate that the approach outlined in this application is consistent with the State Plan in all 
material respects. 
 
Section II of the State Plan articulates a vision of “movement toward comprehensive sustainable 
materials management in Maine, focus to adherence to the principles of the Solid Waste 
Management Hierarchy in the development and implementation of programs and waste 
management systems, and the expansion of waste reduction and diversion efforts.”  MRC’s 
vision established in the executive summary of this application, restated below for convenience, 
is consistent with the vision set forth in the State Plan. 
 
“The application is part of a program authorized by the MRC Board of Directors to plan for and 
implement an integrated approach to solid waste management to ensure affordable, long-term 
and environmentally-sound management of MSW by its membership after the Waste Disposal 
Agreements expire. Such system for management of MSW will comply with the State of Maine 
Solid Waste Management Hierarchy (38 M.R.S.A. § 2101), which consists of the following 
methods of solid waste management to the extent practical in order of priority: 
 

1. Reduction of waste generated at the source; 
2. Reuse of waste; 
3. Recycling of waste; 
4. Composting of biodegradable waste; 
5. Waste processing that reduces the volume of waste needing land disposal; 
6. Land disposal of waste. 

 
The MRC has long recognized the interrelationship of the State of Maine Solid Waste 
Management Hierarchy with its mission to ensure affordable, long term and environmentally 
sound disposal of MSW.  This interrelationship leads to our vision of a future solid waste 
materials management system involving facility component parts that comprise a holistic and 
integrated approach.  Our vision recognizes and supports the wide variety of local MSW 
materials management approaches used by the 187 communities in our service area.  Our vision 
includes facility components that are scaled to serve the needs of our member communities while 
avoiding the need to import MSW from out of state.  Our vision includes a system premised on 
self-reliance derived from appropriate ownership and control. Our vision includes an economical 
system that that does not rely on substantial, ongoing subsidies from the state or otherwise.  Our 
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vision includes facility components that can adapt over time to changes in waste generation and 
composition, and to changes in the markets for products derived from processed MSW.  Finally, 
our vision sees change as an opportunity to improve our system.”  
 
Section III of the State Plan provides figures for solid waste generation and characterization.  
This application incorporates the figures for solid waste generation and characterization provided 
in the State Plan.  The State Plan states that “Diversion of organics from disposal remains the 
largest opportunity to reduce Maine’s waste stream.”  Our planned integrated solid waste 
management program described in Section 1.2 of this application describes approaches and 
opportunities for diversion of organics from disposal in all cases.  Therefore, this application is 
consistent with Section III of the State Plan. 
 
Section IV of the State Plan discusses managing Maine’s solid waste and progress toward State 
Goals.  This section specifically discusses Maine’s solid waste reduction goal and states that 
MSW disposed by Maine residents decreased from 755,086 tons in 2008 to 713,713 tons in 
2012.  This is a 5.5% decrease in disposal of MSW in four years.  MRC member municipalities 
delivered 197,677 tons to PERC in 2008 and 180,455 tons in 2012.  This is a 9.1% decrease in 
MSW in four years, which exceeds the statewide trend relating to Maine’s solid waste reduction 
goal.  Also discussed, with a table provided as Appendix C, are a variety of options and 
opportunities for “moving up the hierarchy.”  with management focus on particular waste stream 
components.  Our planned integrated solid waste management program described in Section 1.2 
of this application describes approaches and opportunities for diversion of particular waste 
stream components from disposal in all cases.  Section IV of the State Plan also devotes 
considerable attention to emerging technologies with future promise for significant increase of 
additional solid wastes from disposal in Maine.  Appendix D provides a description of these 
technologies and materials utilization.  Our planned integrated solid waste management program 
described in Section 1.2 of this application demonstrate our efforts to develop new conversion 
technologies that process organic wastes to create fuels.   For these reasons, this application is 
consistent with Section IV of the State Plan. 
 
Section V of the State Plan establishes priorities for Maine DEP’s work on sustainable materials 
management over the next 5 years.   The four priorities are as follows: 
 
Priority:  Encourage development of new infrastructure for separation from waste stream and 
utilization of organics, including composting technologies such as anaerobic digestion. 

The development approach set forth in Section 1.2 of this application to integrate new 
conversion technology infrastructure is consistent with this priority 

 
Priority: Encourage increased beneficial use and recycling of materials, including identification 
of incentives and removal of unnecessary barriers. 

The development approach set forth in Section 1.2 of this application to integrate new 
regional recycling infrastructure is consistent with this priority. 
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Priority:  Provide tools and assistance to municipalities and businesses to support waste 
reduction and diversion efforts. 

Our efforts described in Section 1.2 of this application to support the communities’ 
efforts at further waste reduction and diversion are consistent with this priority. 

 
Priority:  Continue refinement of data sources and data management systems to more accurately 
and consistently assess progress toward statewide reduction and recycling goals, and to evaluate 
the effectiveness of programs and strategies. 

The MRC has relied upon and incorporated data sources from the State Plan into its 
planning process and as the factual foundation for portions of this application.  
Therefore, our efforts and this application are consistent with this priority. 

 
Section V.A. of the State Plan sets forth Strategies and Actions to Promote Organics 
Management and New Technologies.  The first two strategies focus on the provision of technical 
and regulatory assistance to support the development of regional and/or co-located processing 
facilities, including collection, sorting, composting and biological and chemical conversion 
technologies.  Our planned integrated solid waste management program described in Section 1.2 
of this application demonstrates our efforts to develop a regional and co-located new processing 
facility involving new conversion technologies that process organic wastes to create fuels.  Our 
efforts to support a future management system involving further decentralized management of 
organics, including technical support to municipalities described in Section 1.2.5 of this 
application, are consistent with the remaining strategies outlined in Section V.A. of the State 
Plan.  
 
Sections V.B. and C. of the State Plan set forth strategies and actions to increase beneficial reuse, 
recycling and toxicity reduction for municipalities and businesses.  Our efforts to support a 
future management system involving source reduction, including technical support to 
municipalities described in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 of this application, are consistent with the 
related strategies outlined in Sections V.B. and V.C. of the State Plan. 
 
Section V.D. of the State Plan sets forth strategies and actions to provide reliable data to support 
sustainable materials management. The MRC has relied upon and incorporated data sources from 
the State Plan into its planning process and as the factual foundation for portions of this 
application.  Therefore, our efforts are consistent with the strategies and actions outlined in 
Section V.D. of the State Plan. 
 
Section VI is the Conclusion of the State Plan.  The State Plan concludes that, “The Department 
recommends that facilities currently producing large volumes of or managing waste materials 
explore opportunities to establish co-located conversion technologies to achieve the greatest 
efficiencies through fuel generation and minimization of transportation costs.”  Our integrated 
waste management facility approach outlined in Section 1.2 of this application is wholly 
consistent with the conclusion of the State Plan.  Moreover, the locational analysis undertaken 
for the subject site was highly focused on minimizing transportation costs while staying 
consistent with the local and regional collection, transfer and transportation infrastructure 
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developed to transport MSW to the existing facility located in Orrington.  This is discussed in 
more detail in Section 3.2 below. 
 
3.2  Consistency with Local, Regional or State Waste Collection, Storage, 

Transportation, Processing or Disposal 
 
The MRC proposes to develop an integrated solid waste management facility system at or 
adjacent to the existing Orrington location or a new facility would be developed at the new site. 
Both locations would be consistent with local, regional or state waste collection, storage, 
transportation or disposal.  This integrated approach could include a new base case continuation 
of the PERC facility at a smaller scale combined with process changes coupled with residuals 
disposal at the new disposal site which would be publically owned and controlled.  Other 
approaches include co-locating new recycling and processing facilities at the new disposal 
facility site.  If necessary, new recycling and processing facilities could also be located 
separately at other locations.  In all cases, careful consideration has been and will be given to 
facility(ies) location(s) and the potential impact on the local and regional infrastructure that 
“grew up” around transport of the region’s MSW, CDD and special wastes to facilities in the 
greater Bangor area including Hampden, Old Town and Orrington.   
 
The MRC has developed owner preference siting criteria recognizing that the new site or 
location needs to avoid the need for development of new collection or transfer infrastructure and 
avoiding locations that would render existing collection and transfer infrastructure obsolete.  
These parameters were established early on in the post-2018 planning process to ensure that any 
proposed solid waste facility or facilities would not be inconsistent with local, regional or state 
waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal.  This proposal intends to, at a minimum, 
maintain consistency with the existing system of local, regional or state waste collection, storage, 
transportation and disposal that has historically served the needs of the municipalities we 
represent.  Beyond changes that stay consistent, we see opportunity to realize new economic and 
environmental improvements to the local, regional or state waste collection, storage, 
transportation or disposal system.  
 
3.2.1  PERC Extension at Reduced Scale for Maine MSW 
 
If the MRC member communities consent to an extension arrangement involving continued 
operation of the PERC facility after March 31, 2018 at a reduced scale  and with new processing 
technologies, the new disposal facility would accept: 1) PERC residuals, 2) CDD in cases where 
member municipalities sponsor collection, transfer or transportation, or disposal of this waste 
stream and 3) relatively small quantities of special wastes in cases where member municipalities 
sponsor collection, transfer or transportation of those waste streams.  The continuance of this 
facility will not materially change the manner in which all of these waste streams are collected, 
transferred or transported as compared to existing collection, transfer and transport infrastructure 
and practices.  MSW would be delivered to the PERC Facility in Orrington as has been the case 
for the last 26 years.  Residuals and other waste streams delivered to the location of the secure 
landfill would be consistent with existing collection, transfer and transport infrastructure and 
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practices.  Therefore, the proposed facility is not inconsistent with local, regional or state waste 
collection, storage, transportation or disposal. 
 
3.2.2   Integrated Facility Development at the Proposed Project Location 
 
If the MRC member communities consent to an extension arrangement involving the 
development of an integrated solid waste management facility, then the disposal facility would 
accept: 1) recycling and processing residuals, 2) CDD in cases where member municipalities 
sponsor collection, transfer or transportation of this waste stream and 3)  special wastes in cases 
where member municipalities sponsor collection, transfer or transportation of those waste 
streams.   
 
This project approach would change local, regional or state waste collection, storage, 
transportation or disposal in some respects.  Some municipalities might choose to end 
sponsorship of local recycling collection and processing, thereby relying on the regional facility 
to remove recyclables, organics and/or PEF from 100 percent of the MSW they collect and 
deliver.  In addition, transportation of residuals over public ways from Orrington to a disposal 
facility would be eliminated.  These system changes would provide a significant environmental 
benefit and economic efficiency to the municipalities who choose to transition to this modified 
system of local, regional or state waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal.  Where the 
waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal system changes are supported by the consent 
of the participating communities, those changes would constitute a new local, regional or state 
waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal system that would be consistent with itself. 
 
3.2.3   Integrated Facility Development at Separate Site than Disposal Site 
 
If the MRC member communities consent to an extension arrangement involving the 
development of an integrated solid waste management facility, with a second recycling system 
and MSW processing facility at a separate site or sites, then the disposal facility would accept: 1) 
recycling and processing residuals, 2) CDD in cases where member municipalities sponsor 
collection, transfer or transportation of this waste stream and 3) special wastes in cases where 
member municipalities sponsor collection, transfer or transportation of those waste streams. 
 
For example, a new recycling system and MSW processing facility might be developed at a 
location remote from the regional facility in order to reduce transportation costs.  In this case, 
this project approach would change local, regional or state waste collection, storage, 
transportation or disposal in some respects.  Some municipalities might choose to end 
sponsorship of local recycling collection and processing, which would minimize transportation 
costs, thereby relying on the regional facility to remove recyclables, organics and/or PEF from 
100 percent of the MSW they collect and deliver.  Transportation costs would also be reduced by 
accepting MSW much closer to the source of generation.     
 
Development of a remote second facility to receive, recycle and process MSW might reduce 
utilization of a few transfer facilities designed for one-way haul of more than one hour travel 
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time (trailers).  However, if enough members consent to system changes that justify locating a 
second facility, it would mean less overall MSW transport to the Bangor area, but some residuals 
generated would still need to be transported to the Bangor area.  In any case, changes to the 
existing waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal system would be supported by gains 
in economic efficiency and environmental benefit.  Where the waste collection, storage, 
transportation or disposal system changes would be supported by the consent of the participating 
communities, those changes would mean the modified local, regional or state waste collection, 
storage, transportation or disposal system would be consistent with itself. 
 
3.2.4   New Disposal Facility for MSW Post Local Recycling 
 
If the MRC member communities consent to an extension arrangement that does not involve a 
transition from local recycling, then the facility would accept: 1) post-diversion MSW, 2) CDD 
in cases where member municipalities sponsor collection, transfer or transportation of this waste 
stream and 3) special wastes in cases where member municipalities sponsor collection, transfer 
or transportation of those waste streams.  In this case, the change in MSW delivery locations 
between Orrington and the new site would not be significant enough to cause a new local 
regional or state waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal system need or render 
existing local regional or state waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal systems 
obsolete.  Therefore, the changes would not be inconsistent with existing local regional or state 
waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal systems. 
 
3.2.5   Summary 
 
The MRC is keenly aware that today’s fuel costs cause collection and transportation to be a 
major factor in the design of a successful integrated waste management system.  This has been 
carefully accounted for in all of the locational scenarios above, to ensure that each scenario is not 
inconsistent with existing local regional or state waste collection, storage, transportation or 
disposal systems.  In fact, we see opportunity to realize new economic and environmental 
improvements to the local, regional or state waste collection, storage, transportation or disposal 
system.  Therefore, the proposed existing location and proposed facility location and all 
integrated components would not be inconsistent with existing local regional or state waste 
collection, storage, transportation or disposal systems.  
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SECTION 4.0 - TITLE, RIGHT OR INTEREST 
 
Documentation of MRC’s title, right or interest in the property planned for facility development 
is included in Appendices G-1 and G-2. 
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SECTION 5.0 - TAX MAP AND ABUTTERS LIST 
 
A map showing all abutters and a list of names and mailing addresses for all abutters are 
provided in Appendices H-1 and H-2. 
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SECTION 6.0 - PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE 
 
The MRC has within 5 days prior to filing:  (1) published the public notice form once in a 
newspaper circulated in the area where the project is proposed to be located, (2) sent a copy of 
the public notice form by certified mail to the owners of property abutting the land upon which 
the project is located, (3) sent a copy of the public notice form by certified mail to the chief 
municipal officer and chair of the municipal planning board of the municipality in which the 
project is located, (4) filed a complete copy of this application, including all supporting 
documents and amendments, with the appropriate town clerk, city clerk or, county commissioner 
of the municipality in which the project is located, and (5) reviewed the appropriate state laws 
that relate to the proposed project. Copies of this documentation are included in Appendix I. 
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MSW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
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Equity Charter ECM solid waste districts New Charter New CM Districts
Municipalities Municipalities

1 Albion 44 Midcoast SWD 1 Boothbay RRDD 1 Boothbay 1 Abbot 1 N.Katahdin 1 Moro Plt
2 Alton 45 Mid-Maine SWD 2 Boothbay Harbor 2 Bancroft 2 Merrill
3 Atkinson 46 Milford 3 Edgecomb 3 Belfast 3 Smyrna
4 Baileyville 47 Millinocket 4 Southport 4 Bowerbank 4 Mt. Chase
5 Bangor 48 Milo 2 Central Penobscot 5 Bradford 5 Castine 5 hersey
6 Bar Harbor 49 Monson 6 Charleston 6 Cherryfield 6 Dyer Brook
7 Blue Hill 50 Mt. Desert 7 Corinth 7 Chester 7 Patten
8 Boothbay RRDD 51 Newburg 3 Mid-Coast SWD 8 Camden 8 Cranberry Isles 8 Crystal
9 Bradley 52 Old Town 9 Rockport 9 Dixmont 9 Island Falls

10 Brewer 53 Orland 10 Lincolnville 10 Drew Plt 10 Amity
11 Brooks 54 Orono 11 Hope 11 East Millinocket 11 New Limerick
12 Brownville 55 Otis 4 Mid-Maine SWD 12 Corinna 12 Edinburg 2 TCSWMO 12 Union
13 Bucksport 56 Owls Head 13 Dexter 13 Etna 13 Appleton
14 Burnham 57 Palmyra 14 Exeter 14 Franklin 14 Liberty
15 Carmel 58 Parkman 15 St. Albans 15 Freedom 15 Washington
16 Central Penobscot 59 Penobscot Co. 5 Pleasant River SWD 16 Addison 16 Garland 16 Palermo
17 China 60 Pleasant River SWD 17 Beals 17 Harrington 17 Somerville
18 Clifton 61 Plymouth 18 Centerville 18 Haynesville Others served by New CMs
19 Clinton 62 Reed Plt 19 Columbia 19 Howland
20 Cushing 63 Rockland 20 Columbia Falls 20 Hudson 1 Cherryfield 1 Deblois
21 Dedham 64 Sangerville 21 Jonesport 21 Kenduskeag 2 Beddington
22 Dover-Foxcroft 65 Searsport 6 Union River SWD 22 Amherst 22 Knox 2 Machias 3 Marshfield
23 Eddington 66 South Thomaston 23 Aurora 23 LaGrange 4 Whitneyville
24 Enfield 67 Southwest Harbor 24 Great Pond 24 Machias 5 Rouge Bluffs
25 Fairfield 68 Stetson 25 Osborn 25 Macwahoc Plt 3 Wiscasset 6 Alna
26 Friendship 69 Steuben 26 Waltham 26 Maxfield 7 Westport
27 Glenburn 70 Stonington 26 27 Medford
28 Gouldsboro 71 Surry Other municipalities served by ECMs 28 Medway
29 Greenbush 72 Thomaston 1 Baileyville 1 Alexander 29 Milbridge
30 Guilford 73 Thorndike 2 Crawford 30 Montville
31 Hampden 74 Tremont 3 Talmadge 31 N.Katahdin
32 Hancock 75 Trenton 4 Grand Lake Stream 32 Oakfield
33 Hermon 76 Troy 5 Topsfield 33 Passadumkeag
34 Holden 77 Union River SWD 6 Baring 34 Piscataquis Co.
35 Jackson 78 Unity 7 Waite 35 Penobscot Town
36 Lamoine 79 Vassalboro 2 Blue Hill/Surry 8 Brooksville 36 Searsmont
37 Lee 80 Veazie 9 Brooklin 37 Sebec
38 Levant 81 Verona 10 Sedgewick 38 Sherman
39 Lincoln 82 Waldoboro 3 Clinton 11 Benton 39 Sorrento
40 Lucerne-in-Maine 83 Waterville 4 Waterville 12 Oakland 40 Springfield
41 Mariaville 84 Winslow 41 Stockton Springs
42 Mars Hill 85 West Gardiner 42 Sullivan
43 Mattawamkeag 86 Winthrop 43 Swans Island

44 TCSWMO
86 Equity Charters 45 Winn
-6 Districts included above 46 Winter Harbor
26 Municipalities in Equity Charter Districts 47 Wiscasset
12 0ther municipalities served
118
47 New Charters
-2 Districts included above
17 Municipalities in New Charter Districts
7 0ther municipalities served

187 Total municipalities served by the MRC

Municipal Review Committee, Inc.
3/20/2014

Charter Municipalities, Solid Waste Districts, and Other Municipalities Served



Belmont 376.8
Burlington/Lowell 253
Deer Isle 888.75
Detroit 358.68
Eastbrook 169.2
Ellsworth 6966.9
Frankfort 318.94
Greenville 821.52
Monroe 176.34
Morrill 353.6
Nobleboro/Jefferson 3625.99
Northport 760
Orrington 1,686.96
Pittsfield 2,553.51
Prospect 320.75
Swanville 555.2
Waldo 304.8
Warren 874.25
Willamantic 47.06
Winterport 1,272.76

22685.01

Municipal Review Committee, Inc.
Listing of Municipalities Delivering MSW to PERC that are not MRC Members  
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2013 2012

Abbot 152.53        146.76           
Albion 913.23        912.53           
Alton 361.28        332.10           
Atkinson 131.06        128.81           
Baileyville 1,751.90     1,679.70        
Bancroft 21.56          21.88             
Bangor 27,751.75   28,963.69      
Bar Harbor 5,172.21     5,119.09        
Belfast 742.91        821.38           
Blue Hill/Surry 3,942.41     3,954.60        
Boothbay RRDD 4,476.53     4,476.05        
Bowerbank 33.41          32.72             
Bradley 543.74        530.47           
Brewer 5,176.09     5,142.90        
Brooks 485.76        375.19           
Brownville 551.10        561.81           
Bucksport 1,551.28     1,692.66        
Burnham 619.55        625.05           
Carmel 1,156.78     1,230.11        
Castine 239.11        250.03           
Central Penobscot 2,479.63     2,582.32        
Cherryfield 464.21        456.52           
Chester 387.12        417.24           
China 1,404.48     1,334.38        
Clifton 458.37        489.04           
Clinton 2,409.61     2,286.65        
Cranberry Isles 56.95          49.88             
Dedham 380.50        386.90           
Dixmont 146.63        159.08           
Dover-Foxcroft 2,272.44     2,229.44        
Drew Plt 19.18          19.46             
East Millinocket 805.31        763.08           
Eddington 908.60        973.03           
Edinburg 39.11          41.33             
Enfield 777.16        789.72           
Etna 472.72        462.56           
Fairfield 5,258.78     5,178.03        
Franklin 188.26        229.14           
Freedom 246.52        187.84           
Garland 224.27        223.95           
Glenburn 2,577.95     2,593.50        
Gouldsboro 450.66        456.01           
Greenbush 622.51        633.00           
Guilford 1,258.04     1,257.23        
Hampden 3,525.18     3,255.57        
Hancock 402.28        412.44           
Harrington 408.07        415.54           
Haynesville 52.74          53.44             
Hermon 3,522.84     3,637.65        
Holden 1,001.59     979.73           

Municipal Review Committee,Inc.
Tons of MSW Delivered by Charter Municipalities to the PERC Facility
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Howland 278.91        273.79           
Hudson 140.90        139.55           
Jackson 215.45        197.58           
Kenduskeag 390.13        376.55           
Knox 479.08        431.69           
LaGrange 294.82        314.13           
Lamoine 591.96        579.13           
Lee 491.45        465.39           
Levant 1,059.75     1,059.02        
Lincoln 3,319.45     3,429.55        
Lucerne 311.31        316.56           
Machias 2,009.86     2,031.90        
Macwahoc Plt 57.53          58.26             
Mariaville 160.30        144.88           
Mars Hill 937.28        967.28           
Mattawamkeag 307.04        324.68           
Maxfield 44.21          46.80             
Medford 98.59          95.49             
Medway 692.68        727.34           
Midcoast SWD 6,787.13     6,748.80        
Mid-Maine SWD 4,211.69     4,208.98        
Milbridge 627.68        615.09           
Milford 943.09        925.99           
Millinocket 2,801.58     2,472.87        
Milo 1,378.97     1,395.24        
Monson 214.72        216.55           
Montville 200.48        177.91           
Mt. Desert area ADD 5,649.25     5,559.37        
N.Katahdin 1,181.92     1,132.09        
Newburgh 970.45        881.19           
Oakfield 329.17        288.40           
Old Town 3,233.92     4,138.19        
Orland 287.24        294.26           
Orono 3,956.55     3,895.26        
Otis 189.29        181.58           
Palmyra 1,085.39     1,103.01        
Parkman 205.63        193.05           
Passadumkeag 168.61        170.42           
Penobscot Co. 858.01        876.74           
Penobscot Town 526.62        522.71           
Piscataquis Co. 336.03        287.22           
Pleasant River SWD 512.67        590.55           
Plymouth 517.43        508.98           
Reed Plt 88.73          90.62             
Rockland 5,104.91     4,951.83        
Sangerville 622.91        614.42           
Searsmont 193.89        191.87           
Searsport 901.01        918.73           
Sebec 196.62        190.66           
Sherman 795.52        700.04           
Sorrento 63.87          58.43             
Springfield 136.48        138.39           
Stetson 564.18        546.16           
Steuben 583.94        555.89           
Stockton Springs 378.33        388.89           
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Stonington 1,117.33     1,110.06        
Sullivan 113.58        108.11           
Swans Island 139.49        132.45           
TCSWMO 1,821.22     1,928.27        
Thomaston Group 4,039.78     4,032.89        
Thorndike 141.32        211.93           
Troy 154.78        153.65           
Union River SWD 400.09        385.31           
Unity 963.67        922.04           
Vassalboro 1,316.32     1,407.54        
Veazie 600.29        673.37           
Verona 306.28        312.00           
Waldoboro Group 3,295.93     3,327.16        
Waterville 8,352.70     8,357.92        
West Gardiner 804.84        827.51           
Winn 205.82        205.03           
Winslow 2,985.56     3,042.94        
Winter Harbor 149.04        136.32           
Winthrop 2,856.59     2,780.23        
Wiscasset 1,731.61     1,739.71        

179,176.75 180,455.62    
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Solid Waste Conversion Technologies: 
An Initial Overview 

 
Presented to  

the Board of Directors of the  
Municipal Review Committee, Inc. 

 
October 24, 2007 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 

Objective:     Evaluate waste management   
         technologies for 2018 and beyond 

 

Focus:           “Conversion technologies” that are   
         alternatives to RDF/MSW combustion 

 

Goals:           Reduce environmental impacts 
          Reduce overall net disposal costs 
          Reduce residual disposal needs 
 
Sources:  Investigations and procurements in Los Angeles (City and County), Sacramento, 

CA; New York City, Florida (St. Lucie County), etc., and private initiatives in the US 
and Canada 
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Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 

Process: convert MSW into products, residuals and emissions 
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Landfill MSW   Working       Closed 
  face cells 
      

Banned 
items Leachate 

Landfill gas => electricity 

      
Mass burn MSW   Tipping       Furnace 

facility   hall/pit  + boiler 
      

NPs Ash and emissions 
Steam => electricity 

        
PERC MSW   Tipping Process   Furnace 
facility   hall building  + boiler 

        
NPs Glass and grit Ash and emissions 

Ferrous Steam => electricity 

    ??? ??? ??? 
Conversion MSW   Tipping   Waste processing  
technology   area and product recovery 

facility     ??? ??? ??? 
NPs Residuals and emissions ? 

Recovered products? 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 

Technology Inventory 
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Conventional Technologies 
Operating in Maine 

Alternative Technologies          
(“Conversion Technologies”) 

Existing facilities    
•   RDF combustion (PERC) 
•   Mass burn combustion  (RWS) 
•   Landfills (Juniper Ridge) 
 

Potential facility upgrades 
•   Refine source separation 
•   Modify fuel production process 
•   Modify fuel combustion process 

 
Plasma arc reduction 
Gasification 
Pyrolysis 
Thermal depolymerization 
Anaerobic digestion 
Mixed waste composting 
 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Conversion Technology Evaluation Matrix 

Materials flow 
 

•   Process description 
•   Acceptable waste definition 
•   Marketable products 
•   Residuals requiring disposal 

Performance  risk 
 

•   Technology experience 
•  Comparable waste streams 
•  Comparable scale 
•  US vs other countries 

•   Acceptable Waste 
•   Product sales experience 
•   Residuals management record 

Environmental impact 
 

•   Air quality: process and fugitive emissions 
•   Water quality: use, discharge, run-off  
•   Land use and siting restrictions 
•   Nuisances: odors, noise, traffic, vectors        

Economics 
 

•   Initial and ongoing capital cost 
•   Operating and maintenance costs 
•   Product quantity and value 
•   Residuals quantity and cost 
•   Cost certainty and assurance 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Conversion Technologies: Process Descriptions 
 Technology Description Nickname 

Plasma arc 
reduction 

Use electrical discharge to vaporize waste into 
elemental form and melt inorganics at 4000-9900 
deg F, then quench to form gas and slag 

Zap 

Gasification Convert organic waste to gaseous fuel through 
partial slow oxidation by heating at 1400- 2500 deg F 

Bake 

Pyrolysis Convert organic waste to liquids and gaseous fuels 
by heating with no oxygen at 750-1400 deg F  

Steam 

Thermal 
depolymerization 

Pulp/slurry organics, then heat to 950 deg F and 
inject steam to accelerate decomposition to liquid 
and gaseous products 

Mix and mash 

Anaerobic 
digestion 

Use microbes in absence of oxygen to convert 
organic waste to sugars, then acids, then compost, 
biogas and/or green fuel products, all at < 160 deg F 

Bugs in tanks 
with gas, no 
air 

Mixed waste 
composting 

Use microbes in presence of oxygen to convert 
organic waste to compost at < 160 deg F 

Bugs in 
vessels with 
air, no gas 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Plasma arc reduction (“Zap”) 
Process mechanically to reduce size 
Apply plasma torch at up to 10,000 deg F 
Produce syngas and slag (17%of MSW per Plasco)) 
Cool and clean up products 
Burn syngas to make steam/electricity 
Small project in Japan for MSW/coal/coke 
Small project in Ottawa, ON, under construction 
No press releases since August 20, 2007 

Plasco facility, Ottawa, Canada, 85 tpy 
Claim 4 MW (1400 kWh/ton) “in combined cycle mode” 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Gasification (“Bake”) 
Heat in gasifier to 1400- 2500 deg F 
Produce syngas and slag 
Burn syngas to make steam/electricity 
US experience on biomass/coal, not MSW 
Ze-gen gasifying C&D wood in New Bedford, MA:  no recent press 

Primenergy facility, Stuttgart, Germany 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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PERC (2006):  1.74x10(-6) lbs/hr or 0.02x10(-9) lbs/ton MSW 

Brightstar facility, Wollongong, Australia 

Pyrolysis (“Steam”) 
Heat without oxygen to 750 to 1400 deg F 
Produce syngas, liquids, chars/tars and ash 
Refine liquids to fuel products (biodiesel, etc.) 
Burn syngas to make steam/electricity 
US experience with pre-sorted organic waste  

Pollutant 
(data in lbs/ton MSW) 

IES 
Romoland 

WTE average 
per SCAQMD 

CO 0.17 0.45 

NOx 2.35 1.78 

Dioxins/furans 40 x 10(-9) 18 x 10(-9) 

Emissions data, Romeoville, CA, 32 tpd MSW for 18 days 
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MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Thermal depolymerization (“Mix and mash”) 
Process organics into a pulp/slurry 
Inject steam and heat to ~ 950 deg F 
Hydrolyze and refine to produce liquid and gaseous products 
Burn syngas to make steam/electricity 
US experience with turkey litter/waste 
Changing World Technologies, 
Carthage,MO 
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MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Anaerobic digestion (“Bugs in tanks with gas, no air”) 
Load organics into tanks without oxygen 
Mix with sewage sludge 
Use microbes to convert waste to sugars, then acids (one- and two-stage systems) 
Create biogas, green fuel products, solid cake 
US experience with small-scale source-separate organics and sludges 

Onsite Power Systems, Davis, CA 
Source-separated food waste 
Stored/tipped outdoors 
Loaded by Bobcats to conveyor 
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MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Mixed waste composting (“Bugs in vessels with air, no gas”) 
Load organics into rotating drum or other vessel 
Heat and mix to accelerate decomposition 
Screen, trommel, then move through windrow bins to complete decomposition 
Manage and dispose of residuals 
US facilities with mixed record on compost sales, odor control and economics 

Conporec composting drum Conporec Sorel—Tracy, Quebec 
35,000 tpy MSW+SSO since 1993,  
70+% diversion 

Agitated bins, Delaware Co., NY 
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MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Technology Temperatures Oxygen Products 
Plasma arc reduction (‘Zap’) 4000-9900 deg F Available NPs, syngas, slag 

Combustion (PERC) 1800-2200 deg F Excess NPs, exhaust gas, 
G&G/ash 

Gasification (‘Bake’)  1400-2500 deg F Limited NPs, sungas, tars, 
ash/slag 

Pyrolysis (‘Steam’) 750-1400 deg F None NPs, syngas, 
liquids,tars,ash 

Thermal depolymeri- 
zation (‘Mix and mash’) 

Up to 950 deg F Available NPs, syngas, 
liquids,tars,ash 

Anaerobic digestion (Bugs in 
tanks with gas, no air) 

Up to 160 deg F None NPs, biogas, cake, 
residue 

Mixed waste composting  
(Bugs in tanks with air, no gas) 

Up to 160 deg F Excess NPs, compost, 
residue 

Conversion Technologies: chemistry, not mystery 
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MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Conversion Technologies: common elements 
 

•    Convert organic fraction of waste to liquid and   
 gaseous hydrocarbon products 
 

•    Must remove non-processible materials (NPs) from 
 incoming wastes 
 

•    Control  tars and condensates that contaminate products 
 

•   Create inert residuals from the inorganic fraction of 
 waste (but to what regulatory standard of inertness?) 
 

•   Most experience is on pure or source-separated or  
 non-US organic wastes: front-end needs are unknown 



Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 
MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 
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Conversion Technologies: US commercial experience 
Technology Description of experience 
Plasma arc reduction 
(‘Zap’) 

Westinghouse/Hitachi facility in Japan treating 83 tpd MSW and 
auto shredder residue since 2003. 85 tpy facility in Ottawa in start-
up. 3000 tpd facility under development in St. Lucie County, Florida 

Gasification (‘Bake’)  US experience limited to coal and biomass (e.g., wood, rice hulls) 
Extensive experience at scale on MSW in Europe/Asia 
Ze-gen facility in New Bedford, MA, in start-up on C&D wood 

Pyrolysis (‘Steam’) No successful US commercial experience on MSW.   
Extensive experience at scale on organic wastes in Europe/Asia 

Thermal depolymeri- 
zation (‘Mash’) 

US experience on turkey and agricultural waste since 2004 
(Carthage, MO).  No successful US experience on MSW. 
 

Anaerobic digestion 
(Bugs with gas) 

Extensive US experience with sewage sludge and special organic 
waste.  Pilot facilities in Davis, CA, and Toronto, CN, on source-
separated organic waste (SSOW) and agricultural waste.  
Extensive experience at scale in Europe/Asia. 

Mixed waste composting  
(Bugs, no gas) 

Substantial US experience at scale. Mixed record for compost 
marketing 



 
Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 

MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 

Concern with emerging technologies:    
They work overseas. Will they work in the US ? 

The unknowns include: 
• Restrictions on incoming materials to protect equipment 
• Level of pre-processing 
• Success in removing tars and condensates from gaseous 

and liquid products 
• Residuals composition and management requirements 
• US construction costs, US O&M costs, US product values, 

US regulatory compliance 
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Conversion Technologies: Recent Developments  
 
City of Los Angeles short-listed 5 vendors for proposals due 6-7-2007 
• Interstate Waste Technologies (IWT): 7 pyrolysis/gasification plants in Japan 
• Primenergy LLC: 4 biomass gasification plants in the US 
• Ntech Environmental: 12 gasification plants in Asia, Australia, Poland 
• GEM America:  flash pyrolysis pilot-scale facility in England 
Anaerobic digestion technology was rejected as requiring too much               

pre-processing to cause sufficient diversion from landfill disposal 
 

St. Lucie County, FL, selected GeoPlasma LLC to build a $425M   
3000-tpd plasma arc gasification plant at its landfill 

• Site lease executed April 2007: permitting in progress 
 
 



 
Initial Overview of Solid  Waste Conversion Technologies: 

MRC Board meeting on July 25, 2007 

Technology indicative costs 
 
 
 
 

Technology Information 

Plasma arc 
reduction 
(‘Zap’) 

St. Lucie County, Florida: $425M for 3,000 tpd (1M tpy) facility  
Assumes reclamation of 4.3M tons from landfill, and 20% slag  
production.  No tip fee projections available 
 
Source:   Misc. press releases and reports 

Gasification 
(‘Bake’)  

IWT:    $75M for 300 tpd (100,000 tpy) facility;             $186/ton  
Ntech: $19.4M for 100 tpd (33,000 tpy) facility:            $129/ton  
Primenergy: $15.5M for 100 tpd (33,000 tpy) facility:   $  87/ton 
 
Source:  City of Los Angeles Conversion Technology Demonstration Project  
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Conversion Technologies: Talking points 
 
Similarities of conversion technologies to the PERC Facility 
• Two-stage processes involve waste pre-processing prior to conversion 
• Pre-processing of waste is critical to success 
• There will be non-processibles (NPs) and residuals 
• Basic infrastructure is needed for waste delivery and residuals disposal 
 

Key points of potential differences 
• Range of materials deemed “Acceptable Waste” 
• Efficiency and marketability of products  
• Amount, composition and physical form of emissions and residuals 
• Operating track record 
• Economics 
• Business arrangements available 
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1 

 

Resolution 

Regarding Post 2018 Planning Process 

December 11, 2013 

 

            WHEREAS, the Municipal Review Committee, Inc. ("MRC") represents approximately 

187 municipalities or groups of municipalities (the "Charter Municipalities") all of which have 

entered into long term Waste Disposal Agreements with the Penobscot Energy Recovery 

Company ("PERC") providing for waste disposal needs through March 31, 2018; and   

  

 WHEREAS, the mission of the MRC is to ensure the affordable, long-term, 

environmentally-sound disposal of the municipal solid waste ("MSW") of its members; and 

    

             WHEREAS, the Waste Disposal Agreements expire on or about March 31, 2018, unless 

extended; and 

 

            WHEREAS, the MRC, pursuant to a Resolution adopted by its Board of Directors on 

December 10, 2009, has been actively engaged in investigating alternative waste disposal 

arrangements to replace the existing Waste Disposal Agreements after March 31 2018; and      

 

 WHEREAS, in furtherance of its mission, the MRC proposes to  continue its efforts to 

extend its mission beyond 2018 by developing one or more alternative solid waste management 

and disposal solutions for consideration by the legislative bodies of the Charter Municipalities, 

which alternatives may include potential development of an integrated solid waste management 

and resources recovery facility to be owned and controlled either by the Charter Municipalities 

or in partnership with other private partners; and 

 

          WHEREAS, the MRC has issued a Request for Expressions of Interest soliciting 

proposals for alternative technologies  for the sorting, recycling, processing and disposal of 

MSW  and is exploring several alternative sites for such a facility within the MRC Region with a 

view to securing options on one or more potential sites for this purpose;  

 

 NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the above, it hereby is: 

 

RESOLVED:   That the MRC take steps to further develop a potential integrated solid waste 

management and resource recovery facility to accommodate the management and disposal of 

MSW originating in the Charter Municipalities at PERC or other facilities after March 31, 

2018 including, without limitation, (i) exploring available alternative technologies for the 

sorting, recycling, processing and disposal of MSW originating in the Charter Municipalities; 

(ii) engaging in discussions with possible joint venture partners or other third parties with 

respect to the potential financing, development and/or ownership of an alternative facility 
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either under the control of the MRC or under  shared control with other private partners; (iii) 

securing options  or other rights in land on one or more potential sites for such a facility, and 

(iv) preparing and filing an application with the Maine Department of Environmental 

Protection for a Determination of Public Benefit in connection therewith (the foregoing 

elements being referred to collectively in the following resolutions as the "MRC Post-2018 

Planning Initiative"); and  

  

RESOLVED:   That the actions taken to date by the MRC Board and staff in furtherance of 

the MRC Post-2018 Planning Initiative hereby are ratified and confirmed, and MRC staff 

hereby is authorized and directed to take additional appropriate action in furtherance of the  

MRC Post-2018 Planning Initiative; and 

 

RESOLVED:  That the reasonable expenditure of additional funds to support the foregoing 

efforts and other extraordinary technical, legal, engineering and other necessary advisory 

costs related to those efforts to be funded from an Operating Budget Stabilization Fund 

established and administered by the MRC for this purpose hereby is approved.  

 

RESOLVED:  That the MRC will present the results of and a recommendation related to the 

MRC Post-2018 Planning Initiative to the MRC membership for consideration as soon as 

practicable but in any event not later than January 1, 2017. 

 

Adopted December 11, 2013 Unanimous Voted Decision (7-0) 

 

Present and Voting 

Cathy Conlow - Bangor 

Karen Fussell - Brewer 

Elery Keene - Winslow 

Chip Reeves – Bar Harbor 

Joshua Reny - Fairfield 

Tony Smith – Mount Desert 

Sophie Wilson - Orono 

 

Excused Absent 

Phil McCarthy – Clinton 

Bob Peabody - Rockland    
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Resolution 
To Continue the Advancement of Post 2018 Planning Process 

December 11, 2013 
 

            WHEREAS, the Charter Municipality of ____________________________ is one of 
approximately 187 municipalities or groups of municipalities (the "Charter Municipalities") all 
of which have entered into long term Waste Disposal Agreements with the Penobscot Energy 
Recovery Company ("PERC") providing for waste disposal needs through March 31, 2018; and   
  
            WHEREAS, pursuant to the Waste Disposal Agreements, the Charter Municipalities 
established the Municipal Review Committee, Inc. (the “MRC”) to represent them as to matters 
that arise under the Waste Disposal Agreements and as to other matters related to PERC; and 
 
 WHEREAS, the mission of the MRC is to ensure the affordable, long-term, 
environmentally-sound disposal of the municipal solid waste ("MSW") of its members; and 
    
             WHEREAS, the Waste Disposal Agreements expire on or about March 31, 2018, unless 
extended; and 
 
            WHEREAS, the MRC, pursuant to a Resolution adopted by its Board of Directors on 
December 10, 2009, has been actively engaged in investigating alternative waste disposal 
arrangements to replace the existing Waste Disposal Agreements after March 31 2018; and      
 
 WHEREAS, in furtherance of its mission, the MRC proposes to  continue its efforts to 
extend its mission beyond 2018 by developing one or more alternative solid waste management 
and disposal solutions for consideration by the legislative bodies of the Charter Municipalities, 
which alternatives may include potential development of an integrated solid waste management 
and resources recovery facility to be owned and controlled either by the Charter Municipalities 
or in partnership with other private partners; and 
 
          WHEREAS, the MRC has issued a Request for Expressions of Interest soliciting 
proposals for alternative technologies  for the sorting, recycling, processing and disposal of 
MSW  and is exploring several alternative sites for such a facility within the MRC Region with a 
view to securing options on one or more potential sites for this purpose; and  
 
          WHEREAS, the MRC Board of Directors, serving the interests of the Charter 
Municipalities at large, has unanimously adopted a Resolution at its annual membership meeting 
held on December 11, 2013 pursuant to which it plans to take steps to further develop a potential 
integrated solid waste management and resource recovery facility to accommodate the disposal 
of MSW originating in the Charter Municipalities after March 31, 2018 including, without 
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limitation, (i) exploring available alternative technologies for the sorting, recycling, processing 
and disposal of MSW originating in the Charter Municipalities; (ii) engaging in discussions with 
possible joint venture partners or other third parties with respect to the potential financing, 
development and/or ownership of an alternative facility either under the control of the MRC or 
under  shared control with other private partners; (iii) securing options  or other rights in land on 
one or more potential sites for such a facility, and (iv) preparing and filing an application with 
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection for a Determination of Public Benefit in 
connection therewith (the foregoing elements being referred to collectively in the following 
resolutions as the "MRC Post-2018 Planning Initiative"); and  
 
 WHEREAS, the MRC is seeking an indication of support from its existing membership 
before proceeding further with its proposed course of action.   
  
 NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the above, the Charter Municipality of 
_____________________________  hereby resolves as follows: 
 

RESOLVED:   That the Charter Municipality of ___________________________ supports 
the MRC’s efforts to continue the MRC mission by providing a regional solid waste solution 
beyond 2018 for the benefit of the Charter Municipalities, including the MRC Post-2018 
Planning Initiative; and      
 
RESOLVED:  That the Charter Municipality of __________________________supports the 
reasonable expenditure of funds as may be approved by the MRC Board of Directors to 
support the foregoing efforts and other extraordinary technical, legal, engineering and other 
necessary advisory costs related to those efforts to be funded from an Operating Budget 
Stabilization Fund established and administered by the MRC for this purpose; and 
 
RESOLVED:  That, in recognition of the fact that the Charter Municipality of 
_______________ is a member of the MRC which is working actively on alternative waste 
disposal and recycling alternatives for the collective benefit of its members for the period 
beginning in April of 2018, it hereby declares it to be its policy not to enter into any 
agreement prior to January 1, 2017, that would conflict with or preclude consideration by it 
of any solid waste management and disposal solution for the post-March 31, 2018 time 
period that may be developed by the MRC for its membership as an outgrowth of the MRC 
Post-2018 Planning Initiative.   
 
 



MRC Member Communities Supporting 
 

Resolution to Continue the Advancement of Post 2018 Planning Process 
December 11, 2013 

 
Baileyville 
Bangor 
Bar Harbor 
Blue Hill/Surry 
Bradley 
Brewer 
Brooks 
Brownville 
Central Penobscot SW 
Clinton 
Cranberry Isles 
Dedham 
Dover-Foxcroft 
Drew Plantation 
Eddington 
Etna 
Fairfield 
Franklin 
Freedom 
Glenburn 
Gouldsboro 
Hancock 
Hermon 
Howland 
Kenduskeag 
LaGrange 
Lamoine 
Lee 
Levant 
Lincoln 
Mariaville 
Mars Hill 
Mattawamkeag 
Lincolnville 
Rockport 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mid-Maine SW 
Milbridge 
Milford 
Millinocket 
Monson 
Mt. Desert 
Parkman 
Penobscot, Town 
Piscataquis Cty Unorganized 
Searsmont 
Searsport 
Sherman 
Sorrento 
Southwest Harbor 
Springfield 
Stockton Springs 
Sullivan 
Swans Island 
Thomaston (So. Thom OH) 
TCSWMO Inc.-Tri County 
Tremont 
Trenton 
Troy 
Union River District 
Vassalboro 
Veazie 
Verona 
Waldoboro 
Waterville 
Winn 
Winslow 
Wiscasset 
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Resolution 

 

To proceed work with Fiberight, LLC to develop a municipal solid waste 

processing facility using Fiberight technology to serve the MRC communities 

 

January 23, 2014 

 

            WHEREAS, the Municipal Review Committee, Inc. ("MRC") represents approximately 

187 municipalities or groups of municipalities (the "Charter Municipalities") all of which have 

entered into long term Waste Disposal Agreements with the Penobscot Energy Recovery 

Company ("PERC") providing for waste disposal needs through March 31, 2018; and   

  

 WHEREAS, the mission of the MRC is to ensure the affordable, long-term, 

environmentally-sound disposal of the municipal solid waste ("MSW") of its members; and 

    

             WHEREAS, the Waste Disposal Agreements expire on or about March 31, 2018, unless 

extended; and 

 

            WHEREAS, the MRC, pursuant to a Resolutions adopted by its Board of Directors on 

December 10, 2009 and December 11, 2013, has been actively engaged in investigating 

alternative waste disposal arrangements to replace the existing Waste Disposal Agreements after 

March 31 2018; and      

 

 WHEREAS, in furtherance of its mission, the MRC proposes to  continue its efforts to 

extend its mission beyond 2018 by developing one or more alternative solid waste management 

and disposal solutions for consideration by the legislative bodies of the Charter Municipalities, 

which alternatives may include potential development of an integrated solid waste management 

and resources recovery facility to be owned and controlled either by the Charter Municipalities 

or in partnership with other private partners; and 

 

          WHEREAS, the MRC has issued a Request for Expressions of Interest soliciting 

proposals for alternative technologies  for the sorting, recycling, processing and disposal of 

MSW  and is exploring several alternative sites for such a facility within the MRC Region with a 

view to securing options on one or more potential sites for this purpose; and 

 

           WHEREAS, the MRC has resolved to take steps to further develop a potential integrated 

solid waste management and resource recovery facility to accommodate the management and 
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disposal of MSW originating in the Charter Municipalities at PERC or other facilities after 

March 31, 2018 including, without limitation, (i) exploring available alternative technologies for 

the sorting, recycling, processing and disposal of MSW originating in the Charter Municipalities; 

(ii) engaging in discussions with possible joint venture partners or other third parties with respect 

to the potential financing, development and/or ownership of an alternative facility either under 

the control of the MRC or under  shared control with other private partners; (iii) securing options  

or other rights in land on one or more potential sites for such a facility, and (iv) preparing and 

filing an application with the Maine Department of Environmental Protection for a 

Determination of Public Benefit in connection therewith (the foregoing elements being referred 

to collectively in the following resolutions as the "MRC Post-2018 Planning Initiative")  

 

 NOW THEREFORE, in recognition of the above, it hereby is: 

 

 

RESOLVED:  That the MRC staff hereby is directed to proceed to work with Fiberight LLC to 

investigate the technical and economic feasibility (including projected revenues, expenses, 

capital costs and tip fees) of developing a municipal solid waste processing facility using 

Fiberight technology to serve the MRC communities.  

 

 

Adopted January 23, 2014 Unanimous Voted Decision (8-0) 

 

Present and Voting 

 

Karen Fussell - Brewer 

Jim Guerra – Mid Coast Solid Waste Corp  

Elery Keene - Winslow 

Phil McCarthy – Clinton 

Chip Reeves – Bar Harbor 

Joshua Reny - Fairfield 

Tony Smith – Mount Desert 

Sophie Wilson - Orono 

 

Excused Absent 

 

Cathy Conlow - Bangor 
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REQUEST FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 
  



Request for
Expressions
of Interest

for vendors of emerging technologies
to process municipal solid waste

via retrofit or re-development
of an existing RDF combustion
and electric generation facility

Municipal Review Committee, Inc.
395 State Street

Ellsworth, Maine  04605
(207) 664-1700

www.mrcmaine.org

June 2013



Request for Expressions of Interest

1.0 Overview

This request for expressions of interest (RFEI) is being issued by the Municipal Review
Committee, Inc. (the MRC), to solicit responses from vendors of technologies to process
municipal solid waste (MSW).  The MRC seeks to utilize new or emerging technology for the
retrofit or re-development of an existing refuse-derived fuel (RDF) combustion and electric
generation facility (the Facility) owned by the Penobscot Energy Recovery Company, L.P.
(PERC) and located in Orrington, Maine. This RFEI offers an exciting opportunity for the
vendor of an emerging technology to serve an established supply of MSW, with the potential to
benefit from infrastructure, facilities and equipment already in place.

The MRC seeks information regarding the design and performance of the proposed MSW
processing technology as it has been applied at scale in commercial settings and in operating
facilities.  The MRC also seeks information on the experience, qualifications and capabilities of
the proposing vendors.  Vendors meeting the minimum requirements and submitting the most
attractive responses will be selected either for the opportunity to submit a detailed proposal or for
conduct of direct negotiations regarding the re-development of the Facility.  The target date for
commercial operation of the re-developed facility is April 1, 2018.

Sealed responses to this RFEI (Responses) will be accepted until 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, August
15, 2013, at the MRC offices at 395 State Street, Ellsworth, Maine, 04605. All Responses must
be provided in accordance with the instructions for respondents as described herein.  A briefing
session regarding this RFEI will be held on Thursday, July 25, at 10:00 a.m. at the PERC Facility
administration building, 29 Industrial Way (off State Route 15), Orrington, Maine.  The briefing
session will be followed by a tour of the PERC Facility. Although attendance at the briefing is
not mandatory, all potential respondents to this RFEI are advised to attend.  Potential attendees
of the briefing are requested to advise the MRC of their interest in advance of the day of the
briefing by contacting the MRC Executive Director, Greg Lounder, as follows:

Greg Lounder, Executive Director, MRC
395 State Street, Ellsworth, Maine 04605
Tel.: (207) 664-1700
Email: glounder@mrcmaine.org

The remainder of this document provides additional information on the MRC, PERC and the
Facility; describes the approaches and technologies of most interest to the MRC; provides
instructions for respondents; and describes the process to be used to evaluate the Responses.
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2.0 Background: the MRC, the PERC Facility and the PERC Partnership

2.1 The MRC

The MRC has a mission to ensure affordable, long-term, environmentally sound disposal of
MSW for its members, which include 187 municipalities and public entities located in central
and eastern Maine known as Charter Municipalities (see Appendix A). The Charter
Municipalities are required by Maine law to provide service for disposal of MSW originating
within their borders from commercial and residential sources, which they do through waste
disposal agreements with PERC. These agreements are scheduled to expire on March 31, 2018.
Also scheduled to expire early in 2018 is the existing agreement for sale of the electricity from
the Facility, which includes above-market pricing favorable to PERC. If the existing waste
disposal agreements are extended beyond 2018, tip fees for MSW disposal at the Facility would
need to be increased in order to replace revenue lost when the existing electricity sales agreement
is replaced by an arrangement at market prices.  Thus, the MRC is currently evaluating
alternatives to the Facility for disposal of MSW after the existing contracts expire.  The MRC
seeks an alternative for MSW disposal at lower tip fees than would be needed for extension of
the existing arrangement, and involving facilities or arrangements that would be no less reliable
and environmentally sound than the existing PERC Facility.

MSW quantities

In 2012, the Charter Municipalities delivered 180,456 tons of MSW to the Facility. Figure 1
presents data on past deliveries of MSW to the Facility by the Charter Municipalities. Appendix
B provides an MSW characterization study performed on Maine residential MSW in 2011.
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Figure 1. MSW Deliveries to the PERC Facility
by Charter Municipalities
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As shown, MSW deliveries from the Charter Municipalities have declined in recent years.  The
declines can be attributed to a variety of factors, including low growth of the Maine population
and economy; implementation of new pay-as-you-throw and other waste reduction programs;
and expansion of recycling and other diversion programs. Also, some of the MSW originating
within the Charter Municipalities is not included above, because it is collected by commercial
waste haulers that either deliver it to the Facility under separate commercial accounts or divert it
to competing MSW disposal facilities.

The MRC anticipates that MSW quantities will continue to decline in the next few years, such
that a re-developed Facility might attract in the range of 100,000 to 150,000 tons of MSW per
year from Charter Municipalities after 2018. This anticipated range is well below the levels of
actual historical deliveries. A re-developed Facility that also provides capability to accept and
manage recyclable materials, and that is sufficiently competitive to attract materials from remote
locations despite the associated transportation costs, might attract over 200,000 tons per year of
materials from the Charter Municipalities.

MRC resources to support the re-development process

The MRC offers a broad set of political, financial and administrative resources to support the re-
development of the Facility. As a regional organization with a pro-active approach to
governmental affairs, the MRC is very visible state-wide and maintains good working
relationships with the executive and legislative branches of state government and the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection (Maine DEP).  Thus, the MRC is well-positioned to
support the process of regulatory approvals and/or changes in law necessary for the re-
development of the Facility.

The MRC has financial resources available to support its redevelopment efforts. The MRC
controls an Operating Budget Stabilization Fund with a balance of over $2.0 million, which it
uses to supplement municipal member dues assessments in order to cover the costs of
administrative and staff services. The MRC also controls and manages on behalf of the Charter
Municipalities a Tip Fee Stabilization Fund with an existing balance in excess of $20 million, a
portion of which could be available to support re-development and financing of a replacement
facility.

The MRC has a Board of Directors, staff and professional support team that offers a long record
of experience with the day-to-day technical, economic, regulatory and political realities of the
operation of the Facility.  The MRC was created as part of the first renegotiation of long-term
waste disposal agreement with PERC in 1991.  The role of the MRC was expanded when the
agreements were amended and extended as part of a re-financing effort in 1998. The amended
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agreements allow the Charter Municipalities to share in the cash profits distributed by the PERC
partnership, and to purchase ownership positions in the PERC partnership by paying to retire
portions of PERC’s outstanding debt.  As a result of decisions to make such payments over an
extended period, 86 entities, known as the Equity Charter Municipalities, together own 25.5214
percent of the limited partnership interests in the PERC partnership, which constitutes ownership
of 22.9693 percent of the overall partnership equity.  The MRC represents these Charter
Municipalities, and exercises their rights as limited partners, through the MRC’s role on the
Facility Oversight Committee.  In this role, on a regular basis, the MRC team reviews Facility
operational performance; reviews line-item budgets and actual revenues and expenses; reviews
cash flows and distributions from the PERC partnership; reviews and votes on approval of
capital expenditures and major maintenance projects for the Facility; and participates in plans
and decisions regarding regulatory affairs, waste acquisition, and public positions of the Facility.

Additional information on the MRC is available through its web-site at www.mrcmaine.org.

2.2 The PERC Facility

The Facility, which began commercial operations in 1988, is located on a 42-acre site in
Orrington, Maine. The Facility incorporates 1980s technology to convert incoming MSW into
RDF with the use of primary and secondary shredders for size reduction, trommels and disk
screens to remove glass and grit, and magnets to remove ferrous materials.   The RDF is
combusted in either of two Riley travelling-grate waterwall boiler units to produce steam.  The
steam drives a single 25-MW turbine-generator that generates electricity for export to the electric
transmission system.   Air emissions are controlled with the use of dry scrubbers to remove acid
gas precursors, and with the use of fabric filters to remove particulates.

The main structures that comprise the Facility include a tipping hall with roll-up doors at each
end; a processing area that hold the RDF production equipment; a reclaim area for RDF storage;
a power house that holds the boilers, the turbine and the control room; and ancillary equipment
that includes the scrubbers, fabric filters, the stack, a lime silo and the cooling tower. The
Facility site also holds an administration building, a warehouse, maintenance shops, an
engineering office and a cold storage barn.   Access roads on the site connect the scale house,
which has two scales and ample queuing space for incoming and outgoing truck traffic, with
Maine Route 15 in Orrington. Route 15 connects with interstate highways I-395 and I-95.

Appendix C contains additional information on the Facility. Further information on the design
and technical performance of the Facility is available at www.percwte.com and at
www.mrcmaine.org.
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In recent years, the Facility has processed more than 310,000 tons per year of MSW and
exported more than 160,000 MWh per year of electrical energy to the grid. MSW in excess of
that provided by the Charter Municipalities is delivered by commercial haulers operating in areas
of Maine remote from the Facility; by Maine municipalities outside the area of the Facility that
are not Charter Municipalities; and by long-distance transport from out-of-state transfer stations.
Residual materials generated by the Facility, including glass and grit removed during production
of RDF and combustion ash from the boilers, are sent to the Juniper Ridge Landfill for disposal.

The Facility has maintained a strong environmental record.  Emissions have almost always
complied with permit limits. The site is in an industrial area with few neighboring residences.
Generally, the Facility has a strong and supportive relationship with the host community of
Orrington.

A key reason for the Facility’s ongoing strong performance has been PERC’s continued
investment in maintenance of Facility buildings, equipment and components.  PERC performs
major maintenance on the process lines and boilers at the start of each calendar year, and
performs major overhauls at longer intervals as appropriate and necessary. As one example,
PERC just completed a major inspection and outage of the turbine, which is performed every six
years. PERC reviews and repairs the building roof, walls and structures on an ongoing basis.

PERC employs a staff of approximately 75 full-time employees, many of whom are skilled
workers that have been with PERC since its construction.  The level of staff expertise and
training is very high, and the rate of staff turnover has been very low.

Indeed, given the history and projected levels of Facility investment in scheduled, preventative
and major maintenance there is no technical or environmental reason why the Facility could not
be capable of continuing to operate at current performance levels well beyond 2018.  The MRC’s
concern is not with the potential level of technical or environmental performance for the existing
Facility, but with the cost of maintaining that performance over the next term of years.

2.3 The PERC Partnership

The PERC Partnership is a unique public-private partnership that includes both public and
private entities in ownership roles of the partnership.  The general partner of PERC is USA
Energy Group LLC (USA Energy), which is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.  USA
Energy also has limited partnership interests in the PERC partnership, as does PERC Holdings
LLC (PERC Holdings), which is a separate entity headquartered in Eden Prairie, Minnesota
(together, USA Energy and PERC Holdings constitute the Private Partners). The remaining
limited partners are the 86 Equity Charter Municipalities represented by the MRC.
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3.0 Approaches to Re-development of the Facility

The existing Facility involves use of a known and proven technology (RDF production and
combustion with energy recovery) to process MSW into a readily-sold commodity product
(electricity).  The Facility is owned and operated by a public-private partnership. Construction
financing was initially provided through industrial revenue bonds, which were subsequently
refinanced through a commercial bank loan. MSW is delivered to the Facility by municipalities
under long-term contracts and by commercial entities under a mix of long-term contracts, short-
term contracts and ad hoc arrangements. The Charter Municipalities are responsible for the
delivery of the MSW generated within their borders to the Facility and PERC is responsible for
sourcing the remaining MSW quantities needed to operate at capacity.

The MRC is receptive to a wide variety of approaches to the re-development of the Facility.
Generally, we seek to manage MSW in accordance with the hierarchy of waste disposal options
as codified in Maine law and regulations. An ideal approach would involve programs to
maximize waste reduction (e.g. pay-as-you-throw), recycling, and recovery of other material or
fuel value from the MSW in order to minimize the volume of material being landfilled. In this
context, the MRC prefers that new or extended waste disposal agreements not contain provisions
that conflict with measures to reduce the amount of MSW sent to the facility through waste
reduction, recycling and similar programs.

Our views on the following elements of the waste management system are discussed below:

 Technology
 Acceptable waste
 Products
 Residuals materials and emissions
 Use of the existing Facility and site
 Ownership, financing and business terms

Technology

The MRC is open to a wide variety of MSW processing and management technologies,
including emerging technologies, provided that the respondent can demonstrate that the response
offers a reliable and economic method for managing MSW at the scale described herein with a
minimum impact on the environment, and that the products of the facility can be readily
marketed. The technologies for consideration (in alphabetical order) include, but are not limited
to, the following:
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Anaerobic digestion
Chemical de-polymerization
Composting
Dirty MRF processing and product recovery
Gasification
Mass-burn combustion
Pelletization
Plasma arc treatment
Production of compressed natural gas (CNG)
Production of liquid fuels (e.g., by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis or otherwise)
Pyrolysis
RDF combustion via alternative processes

Ideally, the MRC would prefer technologies that offer significant experience as evidenced by:

 Commercial operation of multiple reference facilities in the United States.
 History of processing of solid waste having a composition comparable to what might be

acquired in Maine.
 History of operating at a scale comparable to what would be proposed.
 Design that meets and is compatible with applicable Maine regulatory requirements and U.S.

standards and codes.
 History of selling the products that would be produced.
 Evidence that the residual materials to be produced can be readily managed.

The MRC recognizes that emerging technologies are unlikely to offer experience in each of these
areas. Thus, the MRC will evaluate carefully the basis for projecting that the technology will
perform successfully in the absence of demonstrated operating experience in the applicable area.

Acceptable waste

The existing Facility accepts MSW, which is defined to include all ordinary household,
municipal, institutional, commercial and industrial materials that consist primarily of non-
hazardous solid materials with insufficient liquid content to be free-flowing.  The existing
Facility does not accept construction or demolition debris (C&D) waste; liquid wastes, fuels,
lubricants or sludges; junk cars; hazardous wastes; pathological or regulated medical wastes;
water treatment facility residues; wastewater treatment plant biosolids; tree stumps; discarded
white goods; or other wastes that could not be processed safely or efficiently or that are
precluded from being accepted at the Facility by applicable law or regulation.
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The MRC seeks a new arrangement for managing all components of MSW that are being
managed by the existing Facility, but it would not be necessary for all such management to occur
at one central processing facility. The MRC member communities span a wide and sparsely-
populated geographic area from Aroostook and Washington Counties in the north and east to
Wiscasset to the south and Winthrop to the southwest.  It follows that the current arrangements
for MSW disposal require many of the MRC communities to incur significant costs for MSW
transportation.  In this context, the MRC has an interest in arrangements that reduce costs and
impacts through local management of certain MSW components (e.g., glass) that add no value to
the ultimate product.  The MRC would consider any credible alternative mix of local and central
separation and processing of MSW components, provided that, taken together, these the
arrangements would address all of the components of MSW. On the other hand, respondents
must account carefully for the work, time and level of success that could reasonably be
anticipated in order to implement and enforce proposed changes in the nature of what is included
in the MSW being sent to the regional facility1.

As one example, the MRC would consider arrangements for central processing of source-
separated food and other organic waste that have been diverted from a separate, single-stream of
materials comprised mostly of dry recyclable materials and non-recyclable wastes.  As a second
example, the MRC would consider arrangements for transport of waste paper, plastics and other
recyclable and non-recyclable materials to a central processing facility or dirty MRF, while
diverting food and other organic components to local composting facilities.

Furthermore, the MRC would consider proposed arrangements for co-processing of MSW with
other types of waste not currently being accepted by the PERC Facility (e.g., biosolids or C&D
waste), provided that the materials are available on the terms proposed and that all of the MRC
concerns with reliability, environmental soundness and control of impacts are addressed.

Products

The existing Facility generates electricity for delivery and recovers ferrous materials from
incoming MSW for recycling.  Both products are commodities that are easily marketed and sold
and whose quality is readily controllable to meet the specifications of the purchasing entities.

The MRC will consider carefully the marketability, quality requirements and value of products
that might be produced by a new technology. The MRC understands through experience that
commodities such as electricity or recovered ferrous materials can be readily marketed and sold.

1 Note that approximately half of the MSW sent to the Facility is delivered by residents to local transfer
stations without curbside collection.
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For other products less familiar to the MRC, however, including liquid fuels, gaseous products,
and innovative solid products such as fuel pellets, organic products, aggregate products or
industrial feedstocks (e.g., waxes, carbon black), the burden will be on the respondent to
demonstrate that such products can meet quality requirements and can be readily sold.
Respondents intending to produce and sell such unfamiliar products are requested to provide
supporting information on the potential markets and standards for their products.  Respondents
are also requested to address whether long-term purchase arrangements for such products are
available from creditworthy purchasers on terms that might provide credit support for financing
of a facility.

Residual materials and emissions

All systems for managing MSW create residual materials and emissions.  The MRC has a
preference for systems that create relatively small quantities of residual materials and the fewest
possible emission in forms that can be readily managed or controlled with minimal adverse
environmental or nuisance impacts.

The residual materials from the PERC Facility consist of (a) glass and grit materials removed
prior to combustion; and (b) ash removed from the boiler and air pollution control equipment gas
streams after combustion.  These residuals materials are sent to the Juniper Ridge Landfill in Old
Town, Maine, for disposal under contracts that expire early in 20182. The emissions from the
PERC Facility include combustion products that have been treated in the dry scrubbers and
fabric filters, and modest process water discharges.

The MRC is confident that reasonable arrangements can be made for disposal of the residual
materials, and for acquisition of an air emissions license, from any new MSW processing facility
that might be developed with an appropriate design and acceptable performance.

In this context, vendors are advised to be very careful about claims that their proposed
technology would create zero residual materials or zero emissions.  Such claims will undermine
the credibility of the Responses unless supported with hard data on actual results of actual
commercial operations of facilities employing their proposed technology at the full scale that
would be proposed and under regulatory conditions comparable to those present in Maine3.

2 The Facility separates certain incoming bulky materials for separate size reduction in a mobile grinder, which
material is then processed with other incoming waste.  Almost none of the incoming MSW to the Facility requires
landfill disposal by virtue of being non-processible.
3 Respondents should be aware that the Maine DEP has precedents for rejecting applications for beneficial re-use of
combustion ash from municipal waste combustion facilities outside of landfills and other controlled settings.
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Use of the existing Facility and site

The MRC would consider approaches to re-development of the Facility that would involve either
(a) retrofit of the Facility and the existing site; or (b) development of a new facility at a different
site.

A retrofit of the Facility could take advantage of the existing access roads, scales and other
infrastructure; the tip hall and other buildings; and perhaps even some of the existing process
equipment.  This approach might involve the respondent acting as (a) a technology licenser or
supplier of equipment and services; (b) a full-service developer that would design, finance,
construct and operate the retrofitted Facility, and subsequently provide disposal services to
municipalities and other entities; or (c) a hybrid option involving a negotiated allocation of roles.
This approach would also need to provide for disposal of MSW delivered by Charter
Municipalities during the transition period leading up to the completion of the retrofit process.

Development of an entirely new facility on a new site, if completed by April 2018, would avoid
the need to provide for disposal of MSW delivered by Charter Municipalities during the
transition period. The MRC would consider a wide range of roles in a new facility, from acting
as the owner and developer to being merely a representative of the suppliers of MSW.

Note that the MRC is in the process of investigating and securing alternative sites that would be
suitable and appropriate for such development on an economic basis. More information on
potential alternative sites will be provided at the pre-proposal briefing session.

Ownership, financing and business terms

The MRC is open to arrangements involving ownership of the new facilities either by the
responding vendor or by the MRC. Similarly, the MRC is flexible regarding proposed sources of
financing for the new facilities, provided that the proposal is supported with an acceptable
guarantee structure and approach to risk allocation.

The MRC is open to arrangements involving long-term waste disposal agreements that would
serve as security for financing.  Generally, the MRC would prefer arrangements that
accommodate a range of delivery quantities.  If delivery guarantees would be required, the MRC
prefers arrangements that minimize the risk of shortfall penalties, and that do not provide
economic disincentives to implement waste reduction and recycling programs. Finally, the MRC
would prefer arrangements that avoid reliance on deliveries of out-of-state MSW in order to meet
economic objectives.
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4.0 Instructions for Respondents

4.1 The Response Process

Responses to this RFEI will be accepted until 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, August 15, 2013, at the
MRC offices at 395 State Street, Ellsworth, Maine. Responses will be logged, but will not be
opened publicly. All Responses must be provided in accordance with the instructions for
respondents as described herein.

A briefing session regarding this RFEI will be held on Thursday, July 25, at 10:00 a.m. at the
PERC Facility administration building, 29 Industrial Way (off State Route 15), Orrington,
Maine.  The briefing sessions will be followed by a tour of the PERC Facility.  Although
attendance at the briefing is not mandatory, all potential respondents to this RFEI are advised to
attend.  Potential attendees of the briefing are encouraged to advise the MRC of their interest in
advance of the day of the briefing by contacting the MRC Executive Director, Greg Lounder, as
follows:

Greg Lounder, Executive Director, MRC
395 State Street,  Ellsworth, Maine 04605
Tel.: (207) 664-1700
Email: glounder@ mrcmaine.org

Questions regarding this RFEI will be answered orally at the briefing session.  Questions can
also be submitted in writing or by email to the MRC.  Questions will be answered in writing by
email with copies to entities that have attended the briefing session or that otherwise indicated
interest in providing a response.  Changes that are made to the RFEI will also be distributed be
email.  Answers to submitted questions and changes to the RFEI will be posted on the MRC
website at www.mrcmaine.org.

The MRC reserves the right to cancel this RFP at any time and to reject in whole or in part any
and all Responses if the MRC determines in its sole discretion that cancellation or rejection
serves the best interests of the MRC.  The MRC will assume no liability whatsoever for any costs
of preparation or submittal of the Response, or for other costs associated with interactions with
the MRC.

4.2 Contents of the Responses

Respondents shall submit a total of five (5) hard versions of the Response (one signed original
and four copies), each clipped and/or bound separately, and one electronic version of the
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response on a USB memory stick. To facilitate review, please use a minimum of 12-point font
for the text of the Response, paginate each page of the Response and include a descriptive header
or footer identifying the respondent and proposal section.  For the hard copies, respondents are
encouraged to submit written text utilizing both sides of each page and on paper with recyclable
content. For the electronic version, respondents are encouraged to provide files in Microsoft
Word or pdf format that are less than 5 MB in size to facilitate email sharing among the
evaluation team.

Respondents are advised that all Responses, once opened, are considered public information.

The contents of the Response shall include the following components:

1. Transmittal Letter
2. Technology Description
3. Technology Experience and Reference Facility
4. Approach to Facility Development
5. Respondent Qualifications and Experience

The form of Transmittal Letter, which is available in Microsoft Word format, is provided as
Attachment A.  Respondents are encouraged to use this Transmittal Letter as the cover letter for
their Responses.  The Transmittal Letter can be provided on the Respondent’s letterhead with
appropriate insertions in the blank spaces as indicated, and with the italicized instructions
removed.

The technology description section shall provide basic descriptive information on the design,
performance and operation of the facilities or equipment that would be developed or installed.
The description shall address

 Technology type, with discussion of how the process would work, process flow diagrams and
equipment to be installed.

 Size of a typical unit in terms of daily processing capacity (in tons per day of incoming
material) and tons per year (with reference to a typical annual capacity factor). Include a
general discussion of the unit’s ability to operate at less than full capacity.

 The sources, nature and composition of the incoming MSW or other feedstocks that would be
processed, as well as anticipated materials that might comprise acceptable and unacceptable
waste. If the proposed facility would accept anything other than mixed MSW in the form
currently accepted at the existing Facility, then the respondent is requested to address
measures to be taken to change how MSW is collected, and the methods for managing any
components of MSW that would no longer be collected.
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 Products to be produced, with discussion of product markets, potential purchasers, product
quality standards and requirements, and potential product value.

 Quantities and composition of residuals materials and any special handling requirements.
 Sources and composition of air emissions or wastewater discharges and any special pollution

control equipment or other handling requirements.
 Statement of whether the concept would involve retrofit of the existing Facility or

development of a new facility on a different site.  If applicable, discuss preliminary concepts
for incorporating the proposed technology by retrofitting the Facility.

Respondents are requested to identify the basis for ownership or access to the technology being
described.  Such basis might include patent or other intellectual property protection; licenses or
other agreements to market, develop or otherwise provide services regarding the technology
from the primary owner or supplier; or comparable basis.

The technology experience section shall identify one or more reference facilities that serve as the
basis for the proposed concept in the Response.  Respondents are requested to provide at least
one completed Reference Facility Summary Information Sheet to provide the basis for the
Response. Respondents are encouraged to submit information on additional reference facilities
and on the performance of the technology through its development as helpful to understand the
basis for projected design and performance.

The section on the approach to facility development shall address the respondent’s preferred
approaches to facility design, permit acquisition, financing, construction, operation,
maintenance, sale of products and management of residuals.  Respondents are requested to
address the expected roles and responsibilities of the MRC during all phases of the proposed re-
development. Respondents are further requested to provide specific concepts on the sources of
debt and equity financing that might be required both for the development period and for
construction. Information on financial capability should be supported with financial statements,
letters of interest from potential investors, and other appropriate documentation to support the
case that the project proposed in the Response can achieve financing.

Respondents shall also provide information on their qualifications and experience. Respondents
are requested to provide resumes for key individuals and firms on the respondent’s project team,
as well as descriptions of the role of both the responding entity and the key individuals related to
the reference projects and other project situations relevant to the Response.
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5.0 Response Review Process

The Responses will undergo an initial review by the MRC staff and consulting team with support
from a subcommittee of the MRC Board of Directors.  The initial review will focus on the
whether the Response addresses the concerns set forth in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of this RFEI in a
matter that is complete, credible, internally consistent, and well-supported. The information
provided on the design and performance of reference facilities, and of the applicability of the
respondent’s qualifications and experience as a basis for the MRC’s circumstances, will be
critical to the evaluation. The review will also address whether the MRC is comfortable with the
proposed concepts for the allocation of risks and responsibilities for the project development.
Finally, the reviewers will address the organization, clarity, responsiveness and completeness of
the Response as an indication of management’s capability to implement what has been presented.

As part of the review, the MRC reserves the right to issue written questions requests to the
respondents for clarification and additional information; to speak with references; to request
interviews with the respondent’s project development team; and to visit reference facilities.

Respondents meeting the minimum requirements and submitting the most attractive proposals
will be selected either for the opportunity to submit a detailed proposal or for conduct of direct
negotiations regarding the re-development of the Facility.  The MRC aims to complete this level
of review in time for discussion and vote of the MRC Board of Directors at its scheduled
quarterly meeting on October 23, 2013.  The MRC would then proceed with further procurement
and negotiation as appropriate.

Ultimately, any decision on extending solid waste agreements would require ratification by the
Charter Municipalities.  The MRC was successful in securing votes of the legislative bodies of
the Charter Municipalities in order to provide authorization for the extension of the waste
disposal agreements in 1998 at the time of the previous re-financing of the Facility’s outstanding
bonds.   That effort was completed over a nine-month period that spanned the conduct of spring
town meetings.  To achieve a target date for commercial operation of the re-developed Facility
by April 1, 2018, the MRC anticipates that such authorization for extension of waste disposal
agreements would need to be in place no later than the end of 2015.
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Appendixes
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Charter Municipalities and Reference GATs
Revised Effective January 1, 2013

Charter Municipality Reference GAT
Abbot * 150
Albion 1,000
Alton 340
Atkinson 110
Baileyville (Alexander, Crawford, Talmadge, Grand Lake Stream,

Topsfield, Baring, Waite) 1,350
Bancroft * 25
Bangor 30,500
Bar Harbor 4,850
Belfast * 900
Blue Hill/ Surry (Brooksville, Brooklin, Sedgwick) 3,985
Boothbay Reg.(Boothbay, Boothbay Harbor, Edgecomb, Southport) 4,500
Bowerbank * 34
Bradley 500
Brewer 6,373
Brooks 375
Brownville 650
Bucksport 1,850
Burnham 500
Carmel 1,050
Castine * 270
Central Penobscot (Bradford, Charleston, Corinth) 2,825
Cherryfield * (Deblois, Beddington) 549
Chester * 400
China 1,764
Clifton 400
Clinton (Benton) 2,350
Cranberry Isle * 128
Dedham 375

Dixmont * 147
Dover-Foxcroft 2,200
Drew Plantation * 17
East Millinocket * 800
Eddington 850
Edinburg * 38
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Enfield 700
Etna * 450
Fairfield 3,500
Franklin * 260
Freedom * 248
Garland * 255
Glenburn 2,000
Gouldsboro 742
Greenbush 550
Guilford 1,200
Hampden 3,481
Hancock 400
Harrington * 400
Haynesville * 50
Hermon 3,500
Holden 1,095
Howland * 280
Hudson * 150
Jackson 150
Kenduskeag * 350
Knox * 350
LaGrange * 300
Lamoine 600
Lee 375
Levant 975
Lincoln 3,600
Lucerne 300
Machias * (Marshfield, Whitneyville ,Rouge Bluffs) 1,600
Macwahoc * 56
Mariaville 160
Mars Hill 800
Mattawamkeag 375
Maxfield * 45
Medford * 80
Medway * 700
Mid-Coast (Camden, Rockport, Lincolnville, Hope) 6,585
Mid-Maine (Corinna, Dexter, Exeter, St Albans) 4,150
Milbridge * 610
Milford 1,051
Millinocket 2,699
Milo 1,320
Monson 230
Montville * 139
Mt. Desert EMR Group (MtDesert, Tremont, Trenton, S. Harbor) 6,436
Newburgh 650
Northern Katahdin * (Moro Plt.,Merrill, Smyrna, Mt. Chase, Hersey,

Dyer Brook, Patten, Crystal,Island Falls, Amity,New Limerick) 1,000
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Oakfield * 200
Old Town 4,692
Orland 350
Orono 4,258
Otis 158
Palmyra 900
Parkman 200
Passadumkeag * 160
Penobscot * 550
Penobscot County 885
Piscataquis County (Orneville) * 171
Pleasant River SWD (Addison,Beals,Centerville, Columbia,Columbia Falls) 1,600
Plymouth 500
Reed Plantation 100
Rockland 5,200
Sangerville 600
Searsmont * 150
Searsport 605
Sebec * 170
Sherman * (Stacyville) 700
Sorrento * 65
Springfield * 165
Stetson 768
Steuben 609
Stockton Springs * 425
Stonington 1,000
Sullivan * 121
Swans Island * 150
Thomaston Group (Owls Head, Thomaston, S. Thomaston) 3,730
Thorndike 275
Tri-County * (Union, Appleton, Liberty, Washington, Palermo, Somerville ) 1,450
Troy 220
Union River SWD (Amherst, Aurora, Great Pond, Osborn, Waltham) 400
Unity 800
Vassalboro 1,440
Veazie 798
Verona 300
Waldoboro Group (Cushing, Friendship, Waldoboro) 3,363
Waterville (Oakland) 9,356
West Gardiner 800
Winn * 230

Winter Harbor * 110
Winslow 3,327
Winthrop 3,100
Wiscasset * (Alna, Westport) 1,999

184,252
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Characterization Study Performed on
Maine Residential MSW in 2011
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Information on the RDF Production Equipment at the PERC Facility

The PERC Facility, which began commercial operations in 1988, converts incoming MSW into
RDF with the use of primary and secondary shredders for size reduction, trommels and disk
screens to remove glass and grit, and magnets to remove ferrous materials.

The PERC Facility has two identical, but separate, processing lines for converting incoming
MSW to RDF. Each line is designed to process 50 tons per hour of MSW. The MSW is moved
into floor-level pan conveyors that feed the process lines with either of two Prentice 410E-SM
electric stationary loaders, each with an enclosed cab, 32-foot knuckle boom and a Rotobec 075
power clam bucket.  The loaders also remove items from incoming MSW that might damage the
processing lines (e.g., propane cylinders, engine blocks) or that require additional size reduction
(e.g., mattresses). The latter are stored on the tip floor until processed on a batch basis by an
outside contractor with a mobile Doppstadt DW3060 Buffalo single-shaft high-torque shredder,
which shreds the materials for return to the process lines with other incoming MSW.  Less than
0.1 percent of incoming MSW requires landfill disposal because it cannot be processed.

The primary shredders are modified horizontal flail mills with hammers, but no grates.  These
mills, which are enclosed in concrete explosion-proof bunkers with a pressure-relief roof,
perform an initial shred on the MSW and open the bags.  The shredded material then passes
under belt magnets. The magnets remove approximately three percent of the incoming MSW for
recycling as ferrous material.  Some combustible materials and contaminants are also removed
with the ferrous materials.

After recovery of the ferrous metals, the material passes through a Triple/S Dynamics, Inc.,
Model 9954 trommel that is 54 feet long with a 10-foot diameter.  Each trommel has eight rows
of screens, with 2.5-inch screens in Rows 1 and 8 and six-inch screens in Rows 2 through 7.
Undersized (six-inch minus) material passes through the trommel screens and is conveyed to the
disk screens. At the disk screens, horizontal disk wheels move the two-inch plus fraction of the
material onto conveyors that lead to the boiler fuel conveyor system, while additional undersized
(two-inch minus) material falls between the wheels and is conveyed to the glass and grit load-out
area. Glass and grit removal rates vary from 10 percent to 24 percent over a year, with the
removal rate dependent on the nature of the incoming materials; the level of wear on the disks;
and the speed of the wheels (which is controlled by variable speed drives).

Oversized material from the trommel is conveyed to the secondary shredders, which are enclosed
and modified horizontal flail mills with hammers that are similar to the primary shredders, but
also have grates.  Materials leaving the secondary shredder, which have been reduced to less than



six inches in size, are then moved to the conveyors that lead to the boiler fuel conveyor system.
Through a series of conveyors, the RDF can either be fed directly to the boilers or can be routed
to an RDF storage area. RDF can be returned from the storage area to the boilers via either of
two different conveying systems.









Attachment A 
Transmittal Letter 

 
The Transmittal Letter shall be printed on the letterhead of the respondent.  Changes in 
the text of the Transmittal Letter submitted with the proposal from the version provided 
with this RFEI (other than the removal of italicized instructions) shall be red-lined to 
indicate the extent of the changes.  

 
             August 15, 2013 
Greg Lounder, Executive Director 
Municipal Review Committee, Inc. 
395 State Street 
Ellsworth, Maine 04605 
 
RE: Response to MRC Request for Expressions of Interest 
 
Dear Mr. Lounder: 
 
We, _______________________[insert name of respondent] (Respondent), are pleased to 
submit this Response to the Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEI) issued by the  Municipal 
Review Committee, Inc. (MRC) regarding re-development of a facility to manage municipal 
solid waste (MSW) from its member municipalities in central and eastern Maine. This 
Transmittal Letter conforms to the language and form of RFEI Attachment A in all respects, with 
the exception of additions and omissions that have been redlined to indicate the extent of the 
changes. We are providing five complete printed versions of the Response (one signed original 
and four copies), as well as one electronic copy of the Response on a USB memory stick. 
 
As requested in the RFEI, we have included the following information in our Response, which in 
each case responds to the information requested in Section 4.2 of the RFEI: 

 
1. A description of the design and performance of the proposed technology  
2. A description of the experience with the technology, including a completed reference 

Facility Summary Information Sheet for at least one reference facility. 
3. A description of the approach to facility development and associated business 

concepts and allocation of roles for the Respondent, the MRC and the Private 
Partners. 

4. A description of the qualifications and experience of the Respondent. 
      
We understand that this Response was prepared at our sole cost and expense.  We will make no 
claims whatsoever against the MRC for reimbursement of the costs or expenses of the 
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acquisition or review of the RFEI, the preparation and submittal of our Response, or for 
reimbursement of costs or expenses for responses to subsequent requests for information, 
interviews, visits to reference facilities or other interactions requested by the MRC unless by 
mutual agreement. We understand and acknowledge that the MRC can reject or otherwise not 
respond to our Response. 
 
We understand that the contents of our Response, once opened, will become public information 
and the property of the MRC. We certify that the MRC can rely on the information provided in 
our Response as true and accurate. 
 
The primary contact for this Response shall be: 
 
 [insert name and contact information for a single individual from the respondent] 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
__________________________ 
[Sign and insert name and title of authorized representative of the Respondent] 
 
 
Attachments 
 

A Technical description 
B Technology qualifications and experience 
C Respondent qualification and experience 
D Reference facility summary information sheet 
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Attachment B 
Reference Facility Summary Information Sheet 

Provide for each facility indicated in the RFEI as being a reference facility 
Attach additional description and information as appropriate 

 
 
 
1. Name of Respondent 
 
 
2. Type of technology 
 
 
3. Location of reference facility   

(city, state, country) 
 
 
4. Contact information at reference facility 

 
 
 
 

5. Type of facility _____ Bench test of technology/proof of concept 
 

_____ Pilot plant 
 

_____ Demonstration project 
 

_____ Commercial facility 
 
 
6. Status/date of start of operation 
 

Now in operation?     Yes     No (explain) 
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7. Comparison to facility concept proposed for consideration by the MRC 

a. Feedstock:  indicate whether the reference facility accepts and processes      
_____  Mixed MSW? 
_____  Mixed MSW after source-separation or removal of certain components? 
_____  Components of MSW source-separated or otherwise removed from mixed MSW?  
_____  C&D waste components? 
_____  Biosolids? 
_____  Other? 

  
Provide additional description to clarify the components removed or source-separated 
from MSW prior to acceptance at the reference facility, and any non-MSW waste streams 
accepted at the facility as referenced above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Scale of operation: provide the design capacity for processing incoming feedstock in  
 
Tons per day 
Tons per year 

 
c. Was the reference facility designed to meet U.S. codes and regulatory standards?  

Explain. 
 
 
 
 

d. Describe the products produced by the reference facility.  Discuss the purchaser(s) of the 
products and the basis on which they are sold. 

 
 
 

e. Describe the air emissions, water discharges and residual solid waste materials generated 
by the reference facility.  Does the reference facility comply with U.S. requirements for 
air emissions and water discharges?  Are there any restrictions on the management of 
residual solid waste materials?   Explain. 
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8. Indicate the role of the Respondent in the reference facility (check/describe all that apply).   

_____  Developer  
_____  Financier 
_____  Owner 
_____  Operator 
_____  Constructor 
_____  Licensee or agreement for the technology. Identify the technology licensor/provider. 

 
 
 

Describe past tasks performed and completed and continuing responsibilities in the role(s) 
indicated above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Indicate which of the following materials regarding the reference facility are attached: 
 
____   Pre-printed descriptive material 
 
_____ Definition of Acceptable Waste or Unacceptable Waste 
 
_____ Reviews by third-parties of the facility design or technology performance 
 
_____ Site plans, general arrangement plans, aerial photos, artists’ conceptions or equivalent 
 
_____ Process flow diagrams, equipment lists or equivalent 
 
_____ Mass balance, energy balance or other design basis for performance 
 
_____ Data on actual quantities of material accepted and products and residuals produced 
 
_____ Data on tip fees, operating costs and/or financial performance 
 
_____ Other (describe) 
 



 
 

APPENDIX G-1  
 

PURCHASE OPTION (SITE A) 
  













 
 

APPENDIX G-2  
 

PURCHASE OPTION (SITE G) 
  











 
 

APPENDIX H-1  
 

TAX MAP AND ABUTTERS LIST (SITE A) 
  



ARGYLE SITE 
ABUTTER’S LIST 

 
TOWN OF ARGYLE, MAINE 
MAP LOT NAME/ADDRESS  MAP LOT NAME/ADDRESS 

2 32 
67 

Wesley & Melisa Hatch 
1011 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 9.1 Stephen  & Priscilla McLaughlin 
1424 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 34 
36 

Donna Hatch 
1012 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 11 Joseph Graham 
1398 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 38 Velma Mayhew 
697 Kennebec Road 
Hampden, ME 04444 

2 13 William Corliss 
1376 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 43 Michael Shirley 
2 Timberview Drive 
Skowhegan, ME 04976 

2 15 
 

Joseph Ouellette 
P.O. Box 191 
LaGrange, ME 04453 

2 43.1 Susan Dostie, Michael Austin,  
Barbara Clark 
P.O. Box 247 
Levant, ME 04456 

2 17 Richard & Nancy Ruggeri 
1340 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 45 Joseph Key, Krissann Spear Key 
930 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 19 Holly Brooks 
1748 Wilsox Lane 
Silver Springs, MD 20906 

2 47 Steve & Lisa Harris 
906 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 21.1 Stanley Gomm Et. Al. 
13 Southgate Road 
Old Town, ME 04468 

2 48.3 Dana C. Cox 
2919 Edinburgh Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 21.2 RCC Atlantic,  
Attn: Tax Dept. 
3905 Dakota Street SW 
Alexandria, MN 56308 

2 41 Brenda Roy & Pamela Gilbert 
132 Woodville Road 
Falmouth, ME 04105 

2 23 Roger Galipeau 
1198 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 5 
40 

William & Cynthia Acree 
1800 Red Road 
Clewiston, FL 33440 

2 25 Mark & Deborah Gilman 
1176 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

2 2 
7 

Stephen Powers 
P.O. Box 814 
York Beach, ME 03910 

2 27 Charles Tozier 
c/o Blaine Tozier 
1148 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468  
Charles Tozier 
12 Poplar Lane 
Lamoine, ME 04605 

2 1 United States Dept. of Interior 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Region 5 
Northeast Regional Office 
Attn: Bill Porter 
300 Westgate Center Drive 
Hadley, MA 01035-9589 

2 30 Harry & Tammy Feero 
1118 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
 
 

TOWN OF ALTON, MAINE 
8 21 Vincent Ivan Monteiro 

6 Redinton Court 
Dix Hills, NY 11746 

 8 137 Maryann Drake 
45 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 

8 21-1 Lakeville Shores, Inc. 
Attn: Herbert C. Haynes, Jr. 
P.O. Box 96 
Winn, ME 04495 
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PLAN NOTES
1:  THIS MAP IS INTENDED FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES ONLY.
CES, INC. AND ITS CLIENTELE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
MISUSE OR MISINTERPRETATION OF THIS MAP OR THE DATA
DEPICTED HEREIN.
2:  PROJECT-SPECIFIC DATA GENERATED BY CES, INC.  ALTON
PARCELS DIGITIZED FROM ALTON TAX MAPS.  UNORGANIZED
TERRITORY PARCELS WERE PART OF THE MEGIS UTP
SHAPEFILE. SOME ARGYLE TWP. PARCELS WERE MODIFIED TO
REFLECT UPDATED TAX MAP INFORMATION (2013).
3:  SUPPORTING DATA LAYERS COURTESY OF THE MAINE OFFICE
OF GIS (MEGIS).
4:  MAP IS PROJECTED USING THE UNIVERSAL TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR PROJECTION, ZONE 19, NORTH, METERS, AND
REFERENCES THE NORTH AMERICAN DATUM OF 1983 (NAD83).
5: NORTH ARROW IS REFERENCED TO GRID NORTH.
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APPENDIX H-2  
 

TAX MAP AND ABUTTERS LIST (SITE G) 
  



GREENBUSH SITE 
ABUTTER’S LIST 

 
TOWN OF GREENBUSH, MAINE TOWN OF MILFORD, MAINE 
MAP LOT NAME/ADDRESS  MAP LOT NAME/ADDRESS 
002 014-A Bruce Raukankis 

261 Main Street 
Cromwell, RI 06416 

 011 003 Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc. & 
McCrillis Timberland, LLC 
P.O. Box 637 
Bangor, ME 04402-0637 

002 059-003 Dan K. Grover, Sr. 
31 Ruby Lane 
Orrington, ME 04474 

 012 002 Fort James Operating Co. 
c/o Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP 
Attn: Property Tax 
P.O. Box 105681 
Atlanta, GA 30348-5681 

002 014-001 
014-004 
014-005 
014-006 
014-008 
014-009 
014-010 
014-011 
014-012 

Galen Thibeault 
58 Greenfield Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 

    

002 014-002 Randall King & Brittany King 
61 Lower River Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 

    

002 014-003 Kirk Ramsay & Laura Ramsay (JT) 
28 Main Street 
Bradley, ME 04411 

    

002 014-007 John Hunt & Margaret Hunt (JT) 
P.O. Box 1564 
Bangor, ME 04402-1564 

    

002 058 
057 

056-B 

Louis J. Soucier, Jr. 
425 Greenfield Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 

    

002 056C Edward & Dallas Abbott 
Pamela Abbott 
c/o Edward Abbott III 
29 Goodrich Avenue 
Auburn, ME 04210 

    

003 025-C Richard Stoddard, Sr. &  
Grace I. Stoddard 
P.O. Box 283 
West Enfiield, ME 04493 

    

003 025 Lawrence A. Taylor, Jr. 
45 Dyer Street 
South Portland, ME 04106 

    

003 024 
024-A 

Thornton Construction, Inc. 
P.O. Box 529 
Milford, ME 04461 

    

003 023 Burns Avery 
P.O. Box 855 
Milford, ME 04461 

    

003 022 Lawrence R. Shirland, Jr. 
696 Greenfield Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 

    

003 056-B Gregory Kitchen 
P.O. Box 277 
Milford, ME 04461 

    

 











 
 

APPENDIX I  
 

PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENT AND CERTIFIED MAILING 
 



  

 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE 
 

Please take notice that the Municipal Review Committee, Inc. (MRC), a non-profit regional 
association as described in 38 M.R.S.A. § 1304-B(5)(A) with a membership comprised of 187 
Maine municipalities and a mission to ensure affordable, long term, and environmentally sound 
methods of disposal of waste for its members, 395 State Street, Ellsworth, ME 04605, 207-664-
1700, is intending to file an application with the Maine Department of Environmental Protection 
(DEP) on or about April 2, 2014 pursuant to the provisions of 38 M.R.S.A., Sections 1310-N-sub-3-
A and 1310-AA. 
 
The application is for a Determination of Public Benefit for a new secure solid waste disposal 
facility to be located in either Argyle or Greenbush, Maine.  The secure disposal facility is being 
planned as part of an integrated solid waste management system to be implemented in 2018. The 
planned integrated solid waste management system will be consistent with the State’s solid waste 
management hierarchy and reduce waste to the extent practical prior to land disposal.  The MRC 
members within the State of Maine currently deliver waste to the Penobscot Energy Recovery 
Company (PERC) facility under Waste Disposal Agreements that are scheduled to expire on March 
31, 2018.    
 
According to Department regulations, interested parties must be publicly notified, written comments 
invited, and if justified, an opportunity for public hearing given.  A request for a public hearing must 
be received by the Department, in writing, no later than 20 days after publication of the public 
notice. 
 
The application and supporting documentation are available for review at the Department's Augusta 
office, during normal working hours.  A copy of the application and supporting documentation may 
also be seen at the Penobscot County Commissioners Office, 97 Hammond Street, Bangor, Maine 
and the Town of Greenbush, 132 Military Road, Greenbush, Maine. 
 
Send all correspondence to:  Maine Department of Environmental Protection, Solid Waste Program, 
17 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333-0017 (207-287-2651 or 1-800-452-1942). 
 
 





PROPOSED ARGYLE SITE 
CERTIFIED MAIL LIST & RECEIPTS 

 
Wesley & Melisa Hatch 
1011 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Donna Hatch 
1012 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Velma Mayhew 
697 Kennebec Road 
Hampden, ME 04444 
 
Michael Shirley 
2 Timberview Drive 
Skowhegan, ME 04976 
 
Susan Dostie, Michael Austin,  
Barbara Clark 
P.O. Box 247 
Levant, ME 04456 
 
Joseph Key, Krissann Spear Key 
930 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Steve & Lisa Harris 
906 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Dana C. Cox 
2919 Edinburgh Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Brenda Roy & Pamela Gilbert 
132 Woodville Road 
Falmouth, ME 04105 
 
William & Cynthia Acree 
1800 Red Road 
Clewiston, FL 33440 
 
Stephen Powers 
P.O. Box 814 
York Beach, ME 03910 
 
United States Dept. of Interior 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 
Region 5 
Northeast Regional Office 
Attn: Bill Porter 
300 Westgate Center Drive 
Hadley, MA 01035-9589 
 
Stephen & Priscilla McLaughlin 
1424 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 

Joseph Graham 
1398 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
William Corliss 
1376 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Joseph Ouellette 
P.O. Box 191 
LaGrange, ME 04453 
 
Richard & Nancy Ruggeri 
1340 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Holly Brooks 
1748 Wilsox Lane 
Silver Springs, MD 20906 
 
Stanley Gomm Et. Al. 
13 Southgate Road 
Old Town, ME 04468 
 
RCC Atlantic,  
Attn: Tax Dept. 
3905 Dakota Street SW 
Alexandria, MN 56308 
 
Roger Galipeau 
1198 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Mark & Deborah Gilman 
1176 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Charles Tozier 
c/o Blaine Tozier 
1148 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Charles Tozier 
12 Poplar Lane 
Lamoine, ME 04605 
 
Harry & Tammy Feero 
1118 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Vincent Ivan Monteiro 
6 Redinton Court 
Dix Hills, NY 11746 
 
 
 
 

Lakeville Shores, Inc. 
Attn: Herbert C. Haynes, Jr. 
P.O. Box 96 
Winn, ME 04495 
 
Maryann Drake 
45 Southgate Road 
Argyle, ME 04468 
 
Penobscot County 
Commissioners 
97 Hammond Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 









PROPOSED GREENBUSH SITE 
CERTIFIED MAIL LIST & RECEIPTS 

 
Bruce Raukankis 
261 Main Street 
Cromwell, RI 06416 
 
Dan K. Grover, Sr. 
31 Ruby Lane 
Orrington, ME 04474 
 
Galen Thibeault 
58 Greenfield Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 
 
Randall King & Brittany King 
61 Lower River Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 
 
Kirk Ramsay & Laura Ramsay (JT) 
28 Main Street 
Bradley, ME 04411 
 
John Hunt & Margaret Hunt (JT) 
P.O. Box 1564 
Bangor, ME 04402-1564 
 
Louis J. Soucier, Jr. 
425 Greenfield Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 
 
Edward & Dallas Abbott 
Pamela Abbott 
c/o Edward Abbott III 
29 Goodrich Avenue 
Auburn, ME 04210 
 
Richard Stoddard, Sr. &  
Grace I. Stoddard 
P.O. Box 283 
West Enfiield, ME 04493 
 
Lawrence A. Taylor, Jr. 
45 Dyer Street 
South Portland, ME 04106 
 
Thornton Construction, Inc. 
P.O. Box 529 
Milford, ME 04461 
 
Burns Avery 
P.O. Box 855 
Milford, ME 04461 
 
Lawrence R. Shirland, Jr. 
696 Greenfield Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 
 
 
 
 

Gregory Kitchen 
P.O. Box 277 
Milford, ME 04461 
 
Prentiss & Carlisle Co., Inc. & 
McCrillis Timberland, LLC 
P.O. Box 637 
Bangor, ME 04402-0637 
 
Fort James Operating Co. 
c/o Georgia-Pacific Consumer Products LP 
Attn: Property Tax 
P.O. Box 105681 
Atlanta, GA 30348-5681 
 
Town of Greenbush 
132 Military Road 
Greenbush, ME 04418 
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